
3001 Four Second World War Medals, comprising 1939-45 Star, Italy Star, France and Germany Star and War Medal,
together with four rank pips and a crown, six cap badges, a Pope Pius XI medallion and a silver gilt and enamel
Founder's jewel to Eden Valley Lodge (17) 

£60-80

3002 Eight Second World War Single Medals, comprising 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, Burma Star, Italy Star, France and
Germany Star, two Defence Medals and War Medal, also a NORTH AFRICA 1942-43 clasp and a FRANCE AND
GERMANY clasp; a 9 Carat Gold and Enamel RAOB Breast Jewel, to Pride of Bemerton No.5057, circa 1925, 5.5gms
(11) 

£70-100

3003 A Collection of Eight Prussian Medals:- four bronze Napoleonic Campaign Medals for Combatants for 1813-1814,
each marked on the rim AUS EROBERTEM GESCHUETZ; another for 1814-1815; three Faithful Service Medals for
Combatants for 1864 X2 and 1866 X1; also, a German 1849 Baden Insurrection Medal, a miniature Iron Cross for
1914 and a Napoleon III 1859 Italian Campaign Medal (11) 

£120-180

3004 A First/Second World War Trio, awarded to L-10913 PTE.J.J. HAWKINS, R.W. KENT R., comprising British War Medal,
Victory Medal and Defence Medal; a London County Council King's Medal, for 1911-12, named D.W.TEVERSHAM; a
British War Medal, awarded to 2.LIEUT. C.C. COLE, with a photocopy of a Medal Index Card to Captain Cyril Charles
Cole, Essex Regiment, later Royal Flying Corps and Royal Air Force (This medal was not awarded to Captain C C
Cole RFC it was awarded to 2 Lt C C Cole of which there are 3 possible recipients. Cecil Charles Cole 20 R W K, Cecil
Clarke Cole R G A and Clarence Claridge Cole Y & L); Photocopies of RAF Operations, for: - 7 Squadron July 1944-
Nov.1944; 10 Squadron 30 March 1942, ops to sink the Terpitz, Aas Fjord; 61 Squadron Jan.1945-May 1945 (x2); 89
Squadron Middle East Oct.1941-Feb.1943; 101 Squadron Sept.1941-July 1942; 101 Squadron August 1944; 113
Squadron Sept.1940-Oct.1940; 170 Squadron 1 April 1945-30 April 1945; 252 Middle East Squadron Dec.1941-July
1942; 252 Squadron Jan.1942-July 1942; 622 Squadron March 1944-July 1944 (x2); also, photocopies of photographs
of 71 Eagle Squadron, and National Archives Prisoners of War List, section 8 to RAF, RAAF, RCAF, RNZAF and SAAF
with a folder of photographs etc (qty) 

£80-120

3005 A First/Second World War OBE Group of Eight Merchant Navy Medals, awarded to Captain William Hill, comprising
OBE breast badge with case of issue and Grant, British War Medal, Mercantile Marine War Medal, 1939-45 Star,
Atlantic Star. Africa Star with MID rosette, Burma Star with MID rosette and War Medal, loosely mounted in a
glazed oak display case with a silver and enamel medallion awarded by the shipping company Thos. & Jno.
Brocklebank Ltd. to members of the crew of S.S. Mahseer sunk by enemy action 18th Ocotber 1941 with a typed
award letter and a further medallion for S.S. Mahronda sunk 11th June 1942, together with, related paperwork
and ephemera, two Continuous Certificates of Discharge, photographs, his cap badge, rank shoulder boards and
cuff bands, buttons, a Merchant Navy silver matchbox holder, prints and documentation of the various ships on
which he served, a single draw telescope and two books "Brocklebanks 1770-1950" by John Frederic Gibson; a First
World War Pair, awarded to R4-062687 PTE.A.NURSE, A.S.C., comprising British War Medal and Victory Medal. (qty)

£400-500
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3006 An MBE Long Service Group of Six Medals, awarded to 1025 W.O.CL.2 S.HOLMAN A.P.C., comprising M.B.E. first
type, Military, with silver hallmarks for London 1929, British War Medal, Jubilee Medal 1935, Coronation Medal
1937, Army Long Service and Good Conduct Medal, Geo.V (S.Q.M. SJT) all swing mounted as worn, and General
Service Medal 1918-62, with clasp PALESTINE (LIEUT.S.HOLMAN, M.B.E. R.A.P.C.) 

£280-350

3007 Three Polish Medals, comprising Commemorative Medal for the War of 1918-1921, Medal for the Tenth
Anniversary of the Restoration of Independence 1918-1928 and Monte Cassino Cross 1944, numbered 20924; a
Polish Central Maritime Museum Medallion, decorated with the training ship Dar Pomorza (4) 

£80-120

3008 A Lusitania Medal, in original pictorial box with printed leaflet "A German Naval Victory"; a Victory Medal,
awarded to C-1029 PTE.A.BRIGGS, K.R.RIF.C.; a Winston Churchill Commemorative Crown, in perspex case of issue.
(3) 

£50-60

3009 A First World War Family Group of Medals, comprising a Memorial Plaque, 1914-15 Star, British War Medal and
Victory Medal awarded to 2599 PTE.P.(Phillip) MURPHY, NOTTS. & DERBY.R.; Memorial Plaque, British War Medal
and Victory Medal awarded to 2599 PTE.W.(Walter) MURPHY, NOTTS. & 
DERBY:R.; Memorial Plaque to CYRIL HUBERT MURPHY (Middlesex Regiment); and British War Medal and Victory
Medal awarded to 31715 PTE.G.(Gerald) J.MURPHY, G.GDS., with his dog tags, cap badge and various buttons,
contained in a glazed display frame, with photocopies of 1911 Census and War Graves Commission certificates etc.
Footnote:- the 1911 Census records the above as being of nine children aged between 2 and 15 years of age to their
mother Mary Agnes Murphy, age 44 years. 

£300-400

3010 A Royal Observer Corps Medal, awarded to OBS S A METCALFE, in box of issue. 

£180-250

3011 A First World War Military Cross, the reverse privately engraved 'Capt J Caven 9-6-18', lacks ribbon and with a later
belcher chain, in fitted case 

£400-600
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3012 Five First World War German Medal Groups, comprising:- Iron Cross, second class, Bavarian Military Merit Cross,
third class and Honour Cross with swords, on a card display with copy photograph of Franx Scheidhammer - 'Hilfs
Krankentrager', 12th Regiment - 2nd Brandenburg Grenadiers; Iron Cross, second class and Bavarian Military Merit
Cross, third class, on a card display with medal bar and copy photograph of Michael Aumuller, 15th Regiment, 2nd
Westphalian Infantry; Iron Cross, second class and Baden Silver Medal of Merit (Fur Verdienst), on card display
with copy wedding photograph of Heinz Maybauer, 50th Infantry, 3rd Lower Silesian Infantry; an Iron Cross, second
class, Medal of the German Legion of Honour and a copy of a German Veterans Field Decoration with screw back,
on a card display with postcard photograph of Willi Heinrich 54th Infantry Regiment, 6th Infantry Brigade; and
Friedrich August Medaille in Bronze, Honour Cross with swords, Hungarian Commemorative Medal for
Combatants, on a card display with rifle target medal, a screw back rifle target badge and a postcard photograph; a
Part Sheet of Stamps, issued by the Generalgouverment of Poland to celebrate the 53rd Birthday of Adolf Hitler
20th April 1943 (qty) 

£150-200

3013 A Second World War Group of Five Medals to MI6106 Edward Clark, 49th Edmonton Militia, C.A.S.F., comprising
1939-45 Star, Italy Star, Defence Medal, Canadian Volunteer Service Medal with Maple Leaf clasp and War Medal,
all in boxes of issue, together with related Canadian Militia Soldier's Service and Pay Book, Canadian Army
Soldier's Pay Book, Discharge Certificate, photographs, buttons, cloth insignia, photographs, a booklet - Grand
Reunion and Welcome Home to the "Forty-niners", Canadian Passports for him and his wife, letters and other
ephemera 

£100-150

3014 A Second World War Royal Navy Group of Five Medals, awarded to J77484 William Edward Groves, who served
from 1917 to 1945, comprising 1939-45 Star, Atlantic Star, Africa Star, War Medal and with a silver Marine Society
Reward of Merit dated 8.8.23, together with a photocopy of his Certificate of Service 
£100-150

3015 A First World War OBE Group of Medals, awarded to LT.COL.W.(Wifred) J.(James) DUNN, Army Medical Service
comprising OBE Mily. in case of issue, British War Medal and Victory Medal with MID oak leaf, together with
printed research material. 
Footnote:- Wilfred James Dunn was born in Dublin 2nd April 1885, son of James Dunn who worked in the Civil Service.
He was educated at St. Andrew's College, Dublin where he attained MB, BCh., BAO 1907. He served in India 1910-16,
Mesopotamia 1916-19, CO 41 Cav.Fd.Amb 1916-19, India 1923-28. 

£150-200

3016 A Scarce Group of Six Second World War South African Air Force Medals, awarded to 59221 B.D.BOUWER,
comprising 1939-45 Star, Africa Star with clasp NORTH AFRICA 1942-43, Italy Star, Defence Medal, War Medal and
Africa Service Medal, all officially named, with a typed note stating 'Barend Daniel Bouwer, a motor mechanic,
attested for full time service in the S.A.A.F. on 25th January 1940. He served throughout the war and was finally
discharged on 21st June 1946. Scarce group as 21st Squadron (in which he served in Africa) were the only S.A.A.F. unit
to qualify for the bar'. 

£100-150
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3017 A First/Second World War Group of Nine Miniature Medals, comprising British War Medal, Victory Medal, 1939-45
Star, Africa Star, Italy Star, Defence Medal, War Medal, General Service Medal 1918-62 with clasp PALESTINE 1945-
48 and Efficiency Medal with TERRITORIAL suspender, swing mounted as worn; a First World War Miniature Trio,
comprising 1914-15 Star, British War Medal and Victory Medal, swing mounted as worn, together with a 1939-45
War Medal, all thought to have been awarded to Lt. S.Neve R.F.A.; a First World War Miniature Pair, comprising
British War Medal and Victory Medal, swing mounted as worn (15) 

£80-120

3018 A Royal Naval Long Service and Good Conduct Medal, awarded to KX.79539 T.E.HOUNSLOW. A./S.P.O. H.M.S.
DEPTFORD., together with original Certificates of Qualification, Stoker Rating Employment and Ability Record,
Certificate of Service etc 
Footnote:- Thomas Edward Hounslow was born 9th June 1910, he served with the Royal Navy from 16th October 1928
to 15th April 1952. 
He was also awarded the Naval General Service Medal 1915-62 with clasp PALESTINE, 1939-45 Star, Atlantic Star with
clasp FRANCE AND GERMANY, Africa Star, Italy Star and War Medal - NOT INCLUDED IN THIS LOT. 

£80-120

3019 An India Medal 1896, with two clasps PUNJAB FRONTIER 1897-98 and TIRAH 1897-98, awarded to (2665) Sub.Condr.
J. (John) Wiggins. Unattd. Lists, together with printed copies of his attestation and The London Gazette Tuesday 5th
April 1898. 
Footnote:- John Wiggins joined the 6th Brigade at York on 11th June 1880 at the age of 22 years and 9 months. He
died of pneumonia at Simla, India on 1st June 1898 

£150-200

3020 A Naval General Service Medal 1909-62, with clasp PALESTINE 1945-48, awarded to OD/SKX 832096 O.(Oliver) A.
(Alfred)M.(Maynard) BRIDGES S.M. R.N., together with medal award slip, printed research material, Birth and
Death Certificates and copy of Armed Forces Memorial Roll of Honour. 
Footnote:- Oliver Alfred Maynard Bridges was killed on 19.4.1951 when H.M.S. Affray, the submarine on which he was
serving as Stoker Mechanic, was involved in the worst submarine accident since the Second World War. 
H.M.S. Affray left Portsmouth and submerged 30 miles south of the Isle of Wight whilst on a practise war patrol
between Portsmouth and Falmouth. After an investigation, the Royal Navy concluded that the submarine sank
because the snort mask - the tube through which the diesel engine "breathed" while steaming at periscope depth -
snapped because of metal fatigue. Another theory was that a battery had exploded. The submarine was never
recovered because of the depth of water it had sunk in and the distance from the coast made a full salvage operation
impossible 

£100-200

3021 A First World War Casualty Pair, comprising British War Medal and Victory Medal, awarded to 65776 PTE.J.(Jack) N.
(Noel) LESTER R.A.M.C. with printed research material (Killed in action 6.07.1917 and remembered with honour at
Lijssenthoek Military Cemetary, Belgium); a 1914-15 Star, awarded to DM2-097205. PTE.F.W.JONES, A.S.C.; a
Defence and War Medal, with part of medal slip to 2116973 LACW (B D COOK WAAF); an India Service Medal (6) 

£80-120
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3022 A General Service Medal 1918-62, with clasp CANAL ZONE, awarded to AC1 A R HAWKINS (4114794) RAF, in box of
issue; a General Service Medal 1918-62, with clasp IRAQ and MID oak leaf, awarded to RSLDR.LABH SINGH., with a
small hand written note - Risaldar Labh Singh, 10th Lancers (Hodson's Horse)(2) 

£150-250

3023 A First World War Group of Four Medals, awarded to 2451 PTE. E.A. HILL, E.KENT.R., comprising 1914-15 Star,
British War Medal, Victory Medal and India General Service Medal with clasp AFGHANISTAN N.W.F. 1919 named
200628 PTE. E.A. HILL, THE BUFFS, together with numerous photographs and postcards of his time serving in India,
various testimonials and ephemera, a boxed silver ARP badge, and awards for safe driving from 1942 to 1957
inclusive. 

£180-250

3024 A Second World War Group of Six Medals, awarded to LT.J.D.BROWN. SEAFORTH, comprising 1939-45 Star, Burma
Star,Defence Medal, War Medal, General Service Medal with clasp S.E.ASIA 1945-46, and Efficiency Medal
(Elizabeth II) with TERRITORIAL suspender, the reverse dated 1963 (6) 

£180-250

3025 Five Miniature Medals, comprising:- Transport Medal, with clasp SOUTH AFRICA 1899-1902; Hong Kong Police
Medal for Merit, 4th class (Geo.V); two Colonial Police Long Service Medals (Geo.V & Geo.VI); and Colonial Police
Medal for Gallantry (Geo.VI) (5) 

£150-250

3026 An Edwardian / George V Group of Five Medals, comprising India General Service Medal with two clasps NORTH
WEST FRONTIER 1908 and NORTH WEST FRONTIER 1930-31, named to 2nd Lieut. R.G. Bacon 1st Bn. Royal Munster
Fusiliers, British War Medal and Victory Medal named to to MAJOR R.G. BACON, General Service Medal 1918-62
with clasp S.PERSIA named to CAPT. R.G. BACON 71 - PUNJABIS, and Jubilee Medal 1935 (5) 

£250-300

3027 A Second World War Group of Eight Medals, awarded to Major J.H. McCulloch R.A.O.C., late Australian A.O.C.,
comprising 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, Pacific Star, Defence Medal, War Medal, Australia Service Medal, General
Service Medal 1918-62 with clasp MALAYA and MID oak leaf (Major) and Indian Independance Medal 1947
(Captain), swing mounted as worn, together with his Australian passport, Army in India Identity Card, a group
photograph and printed research material 

£180-250

3028 A Group of Three First World War Medals, awarded to REV G.(George) H.(Henry) AYLES-WATERS, Royal Army
Chaplain's Department, comprising British War Medal, Victory Medal and General Service Medal (REV., R.A.Ch.D.)
with clasp IRAQ, together with printed research material 

£100-200
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3029 A First/Second World War CBE Group of Eleven Medals, awarded to Captain John Arthur Miller, Royal Navy,
comprising CBE (Mily) Collar Badge in Garrard & Co Ltd case of issue, 1914-15 Star (ASST.CLK.),British War Medal
and Victory Medal (PAYR.S. LT.),1939-45 Star, Atlantic Star, Africa Star, Italy Star, War Medal with MID oak leaf,
Croix de Guerre and Legion d'Honneur, together with research material including National Archives records 
Footnote:- John Miller was decorated five times for his war-time naval service. He was mentioned in despatches first
as Paymaster Commander serving on HMS Devonshire for good services in the withdrawal of troops from the Namsos
Area; second for Devotion to duty and good services as a Liason Officer with Free French Forces; CBE for distinguished
service during the invasion of the South of France (Operation Dragoon); in 1947 he was granted unrestricted
permission to wear the insignia of the Norwegian 'Commander of the Royal Order of St. Olav', possibly for the
evacuation of the Norwegian Royal Family on board HMS Devonshire between 4th and 10th October 1940; in 1948 he
was appointed Chevalier of the Legion d'Honneur for his services as Military Secretary to C-in-C Mediterranean to the
French Navy 

£500-600

3030 An Indian Army Pair, comprising India General Service Medal 1908-1935, with clasp NORTH WEST FRONTIER 1908,
named to 4771 Sepoy Hazara Singh, 23rd Sikh Pioneers, and Indian Army Meritorious Service Medal 1888, named to
4771 HAV. MAJ. HAZARA SINGH, 2/23/SIKH PNRS. (2) 

£200-300

3031 A Second World War Group of Four Medals, awarded to Major Denis Ewart Riddiough, 2/6th Duke of Wellington's
Regiment and the Royal Armoured Corps, comprising 1939-45 Star, France and Germany Star, Defence Medal and
War Medal with MID oak leaf, swing mounted as worn, together with rank pips, two school sports silver medals,
five cased Bradford Technical College Student's Union bronze sports medallions, a silver gilt and enamel breast
jewel to Past Chairman, Skipton Rural District Council in case of issue, and printed research material 
Footnote:- Denis Ewart Riddiough was chairman of Skipton Rural District Council from 1959-61 

£100-150

3032 A Second World War Long Service Group of Four Medals, awarded to 1 852559 W.O.CL.II W.T.DIXON, R.E.,
comprising 1939-45 Star, Defence Medal, War Medal and Army Long Service and Good Conduct Medal (Geo.V with
fixed suspender), swing mounted as worn; a Royal Academy of Arts Bene Merenti Silver Medallion, awarded to
BARRY WALTON FOR SCULPTURE 1969, in John Pinces case of issue, with related ephemera; a Pope Paul VI
Benemerenti Medallion, 1975 (6) 

£100-150

3033 A British Empire Medal and an Imperial Service Medal, (Civil), each in case of issue and awarded to FRANK RYAN (2)

£150-200

3034 A Second World War RAF Group of Four Medals, awarded to 183960 Flight Officer Cyril Allingham, 14 Squadron,
comprising 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, Italy Star and War Medal, together with medal slips, photographs, ephemera
and Pilot's Flying Log Book with entries from May 1941 to March 1946, including operations over Sardinia, Tunisia,
Sicily, the Tyrrhenian Sea etc, with an endorsement to the back written in red '23/12/41 Gross Carelessness - Failed
to notice that a Spitfire was standing on the runway. Failed to correct drift. Failed to land on centre of runway.
Serious damage caused to two Spitfires' 

£150-200
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3035 Six Imperial Service Medals, awarded to:- ALFRED JOHN CRITCHER; JOHN WILLIAM HOWARD; LEONARD CHARLES
PIPER; FRANK HENRY PATEY; ROBERT SYDNEY GRANGER; PETER McGEEHAN, each in case of issue (6) 

£100-200

3036 A Second World War Trio, awarded to 1496639 Flight Sergeant Albert Avery Walton, 101 Squadron, comprising
1939-45 Star, Air Crew Europe Star and War Medal, together with his Navigator's, Air Bomber's and Air Gunner's
Flying Log Book with entries from 8.3.43 to 2.1.44 when he is recorded as Wireless Operator on a Lancaster
Bomber, Ops Berlin, Missing, also photocopies of his repatriation papers and operations from October 1943 to
December 1943. 
Footnote:- He was captured by the Germans in Berlin on 2nd January 1944, sent to Dulag Luft, Frankfurt 5.1.44 to
19.1.44, Dulag Luft Transit from 19.1.44 to 29.1.44 and finally Stalag IV-B Muhlberg/Elbe 1.2.44 to 6.5.45 

£180-250

3037 A Second World War Group of Five Medals, awarded to S/107065 Sergeant W G Archer, Royal Army Service Corps,
attached to the West African Army Service Corps (R.W.A.A.F.F.), comprising 1939-45 Star, Africa Star, Burma Star,
Defence and War Medal, swing mounted as worn, with R.W.A.F.F. cap badge, his Soldier's Service and Pay Book,
Certified Copy of Attestation, Military Motor Vehicle Drivers' Licence, war time photographs and ephemera. 
Footnote:- William Gordon Archer was born in Darlington in February 1918. He was a butcher by profession and was
onetime attached to No.6 (West African) Field Butchery Section whilst serving in Africa and Burma 

£80-120

3038 A First/Second World War Royal Navy Long Service Group of Six Medals, awarded to M.3508 H.(Herbert) W.
(Walter) HAMMOND SHPT.4 R.N., comprising British War Medal, Victory Medal, Defence Medal, War Medal, Royal
Navy Long Service and Good Conduct Medal (SHPT.1 H.M.S.PEMBROKE) and Imperial Service Medal with citation
dated 30th September 1960, together with a photograph album filled with photographs mainly of his service on
H.M.S. Sussex, First Cruiser Squadron, Mediterranean Fleet, First Commission from 1929-1931, and other
ephemera. 

£300-400

3039 A Set of Four Foreign Orders, awarded to Miss Jean Elizabeth Taylor, who later became Dame Jean Dowling and
who was Chief Clerk of the Private Secretary's Office, comprising:- the Order of Dannebrog Knight (Ridder) to a lady,
with bow and rosette, the suspender ring stamped 925S, in case of issue; Greek Order of Welfare, silver, in case of
issue; Siamese and Thailand Order of the White Elephant in silver gilt and enamel on a ribbon bow with rosette, in
case of issue and with instructions on how to wear the insignia; and Malaysia - Order of the Defender of the
Realm, the Ahli Mangku Negara (5th Class) in silver gilt and white enamel with lady's bow, in case of issue and with
typed award note 'A.M.N. MISS JEAN TAYLOR, M.V.O.', together with printed National Archives research material,
obituary, a typed letter from the Office of the Royal Victorian Order and an empty case for a Siamese and Thailand
order. 

£600-800
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3040 Two First World War Pairs of Medals, each comprising British War Medal and Victory Medal, awarded to M-282852
PTE.A.(Arthur) PHILPOTT, A.S.C. and his son-in-law 222283 PTE.1. L.(Lorimer)B.(Benn)H.(Hebb) CHATTERTON R.A.F.,
together with printed research material. 
Footnote :- Lorimer Benn Hebb Chatterton married Louie Georgina Philpott, the daughter of the above Arthur Philpott
and his second wife Louie Margaret Philpott nee Southerden. He joined the Royal Navy in 1916 and transferred to the
RAF in 1918. 
a First World War Trio, comprising British War Medal, Victory Medal and Special Constabulary Long Service Medal,
awarded to 3549 PTE.W.(William) PIELL, R.LANC.R., together with two Special Constabulary badges and a plated
military pocket watch, with printed research material; a Second World War German Leather P.Mod.27 Pistol
Holster, stamped with wehrmacht eagle and dated 1942 (11) 

£150-200

3041 A General Service Medal, 1962-2007, with clasp NORTHERN IRELAND, awarded to W/465136 PTE.M.A.BARBER
WRAC; a Royal Air Force Long Service and Good Conduct Medal (EII), awarded to CPL J M GARRETT (F8200269) RAF;
a Pair of Miniature Medals, comprising General Service Medal 1962-2007, with clasp NORTHERN IRELAND and UN
Medal for Cyprus; a Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Medal for the Liberation of Kuwait, with ribbon bar in box of issue
(5) 

£100-150

3042 A First World War Casualty Pair, comprising 1914-15 Star and British War Medal awarded to 14564 CPL.T.G.REED,
DURH:L.I., with a box of issue containing medal ribbons including one for the Victory Medal, and postage envelope
of issue, together with two Record Office letters to his wife, one informing her that he is Missing in Action, a
postage envelope for a Memorial Plaque - lacking, a cap badge and key ring with DLI badge; a 1914-15 Star,
awarded to 6-2452 PTE.D.SEWELL, DURH.L.I.; two Victory Medals, awarded to C-12181 PTE.H.BARRAS, K.R.RIF.C. and
18875 PTE.J.W.SMITH, YORK.R.; a First World War Miniature Trio, comprising 1914 Star, British War Medal and
Victory Medal, swing mounted as worn. (qty) 

£100-150

3043 Eight Single Second World War Medals, comprising 1939-45 Star, Atlantic Star with Arctic ribbon badge, Africa Star,
Burma Star, two Italy Stars, Defence and War Medal, with three various ribbon bars and an Admiralty posthumous
Medal award slip named to Colin Graham (12). 

£80-120

3044 A Second World War Long Service Group of Four Medals, awarded to E.3043650 CH TECH. D.R. GATFORD. R.A.F.,
comprising Italy Star, War Medal, General Service Medal 1962 - 2007 with clasp MALAY PENINSULAR, and RAF Long
Service and Good Conduct Medal (SGT.), court mounted. 

£100-150
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3045 A First World War Trio, awarded to 18-1655 CPL.S.(Samuel) B.(Balmforth) WOOD, W.YORK:R., comprising 1914-15
Star (PTE.), British War Medal and Victory Medal, loosely mounted on a card display with cap and collar badges,
shoulder title and Bandsman trade badge, together with portrait postcards, further trade badges, related
ephemera, a short biography and sheet music in a small suitcase stamped S.H.W. 
Footnote:- Samuel Barmforth Wood (1896-1977) was born in Pudsey, West Yorkshire. His father John was a
professional musician and from whom he inherited a talent for music. He was taught to play the trumpet at 5 years
old and at the age of 10 years he performed at the Theatre Royal in Leeds and was a King's Trumpeter. He served as a
stretcher bearer in the First World War and joined the 2nd Bradford Pals band as solo cornet. On the eve of his 21st
birthday he became the youngest bandmaster in the British Army. After the War he went on to study music and
obtained a degree of Bachelor of Music. He composed over 2,000 pieces of music, including forty signature tunes, the
most famous being the march "West Riding", which was written for the Brighouse and Rastrick Band. 

£150-250

3046 Two Papal Awards : - Order of St. Sylvester and of the Golden Spur, Knight, in gilt metal and enamel, in red leather
case of issue and Pro Petri Sede Medaglia, in nickel, together with an Irish Temperance medal (3) 

£100-150

3047 A Boy Scouts Association Gilt Gallantry Medal, awarded to Robert Armstrong 5.8.52, with a related letter from the
Assistant Chief Constable of the City of Glasgow Police, dated 25 August 1952 thanking him for his 'bravery and
good citizenship in rescuing a five year old boy from drowning in the Forth and Clyde Canal at Lock 21, Glasgow'
and awarding him a nominal reward of £3, together with a Silver Acorn on an orange neck ribbon, a portrait
photograph, a bosun's whistle and a Warrant appointing him Assistant Scoutmaster 24.11.1951 
Footnote: -The Silver Acorn, worn on an orange ribbon around the neck, and emblems or brooches with an orange
knot is awarded for specially distinguished service while holding adult roles for a period of not less than twenty years 

£400-500

3048 A First World War DCM, MM Group of Five Medals, awarded to Serjeant George Norton Lowther R.F.A. - T.F.,
comprising Distinguished Conduct Medal, George V - uncrowned (761201 CPL.G.N.LOWTHER, M.M.
C.317/N'BN:BDE:R.F.A.-T.F.), Military Medal (761201 SJT:G.N.LOWTHER.C.317/N'BN:BDE:R.F.A. - T.F.), British War
Medal and Victory Medal (8117 A.W.O. CL.2 G.N.LOWTHER, R.A.) and Territorial Force Efficiency Medal (Edward VII)
with bar (389 CPL.G.N.LOWTHER. 2/NTHBN.B.R.F.A.) (5)
RITISH 

£2,000-3,000

3049 A Second World War Air Crew Europe Star, un-named as issued. 

£150-250

3050 A Kimberley Rifles/South African Pioneer Battalion Group of Three Medals, comprising Cape of Good Hope
General Service Medal 1880-97, with clasp BECHUANALAND awarded to PTE.T.R.NORMAN, KIMBY.RIF., British War
Medal and Victory Medal with English and Dutch inscription, awarded to L/CPL.T.R.NORMAN. S.A.P.B. (3) 

£200-300
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3051 A First World War Pair, comprising British War Medal and Victory Medal, awarded to L-28122 BMBR.C.PICKLES,
R.A., swing mounted as worn; a Victory Medal, awarded to T.Z. 12194F.FLETCHER, SIG. R.N.V.R. (3) 

£50-60

3052 Masonic Regalia, comprising a silver and enamel Royal Masonic Institute for Boys Steward's breast jewel for 1937,
a 1946 plastic economy Steward's breast jewel, a gilt metal masonic fob, a sash and two aprons with booklets in
leather cases and two Ladies' Night menus 

£40-50

3053 A Georgian Gilt Metal Masonic Pendant Locket/Jewel, circa 1800-1820, of oval form, the fascia applied with
masonic symbols in cut card, gilt metal and sequins on a painted field, enclosed by a gilt and black verre eglomise
panel, the reverse backed in card later numbered 1737, with silk ribbon bow to the suspender loop, 6.5cm by
4.5cm. 

£100-150

3054 Manchester Unity of Oddfellows:- four early 20th Century highly coloured silk/grosgrain sashes by George Tutill of
London, one with gilt metal applique lettering and badge, two with gilt metal badges, machine embroidered
armorials and gold bullion fringing, and one with an inset printed silk panel and silver thread fringing with a box; a
Grand United Order of Oddfellows Chain of Office by Fattorini of Bradford, made up gilt metal and enamel
cartouche panels set on a blue velvet band and contained in a leather case (5) 

£100-150

3055 A First World War Massage Corps Bar Brooch/Badge, possibly to the Almeric Paget Military Massage Corps, in
yellow enamelled brass with steel pin, repair to enamel 

£50-80

3056 A First World War Recruiting Poster - Lawson Wood, "A Chip Of the Old Block", "Your King & Country Need You to
Maintain the Honour and Glory of the British Empire", printed signature and date (19)14 lower left, coloured
lithograph, published by the Parliament Recruiting Committee, London, Poster No.18, approximately 75cm by
50cm, in a glazed oak frame 

£100-150

3057 A Second World War Air Raid Precaution Recruitment Poster, "ARP Calling You - Air Raid Precautions - Get in touch
with your Local Council", with printed signature and date E. McKnight Kauffer (19)38, coloured lithograph, issued
by the Air Raid Precautions Department, Home Office, printed for H.M. Stationery Office by Fosh & Cross Ltd.,
London (51/1661), 76cm by 50cm, in a glazed oak frame; also, an oak framed edition of the Daily Express for Friday
December 11, 1936 reporting the abdication of Edward VIII (2) 

£100-150
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3058 A Second World War Recruitment Poster for Blood Donors, the upper part inscribed IF HE SHOULD FALL IS YOUR
BLOOD THERE TO SAVE HIM? with the figure of a soldier outlined by a bottle resting on the open palm of a hand,
the lower section inscribed THE EMERGENCY BLOOD TRANSFUSION SERVICE NEEDS BLOOD DONORS, offset coloured
lithograph, printed for H.M. Stationery Office by Field Sons & Co., Bradford 51-4523 P.R.86, approximately 76cm by
51cm, in a glazed oak frame 

£100-200

3059 A Second World War "War Prisoners Aid" Poster, designed by Edward McKnight Kauffer, depicting the head of a
soldier behind barbed wire and inscribed YOU CAN SET THEIR SPIRIT FREE, WAR PRISONERS AID, MEMBER AGENCY
OF NATIONAL WAR FUND, offset lithograph, approximately 51cm by 36cm, in a glazed oak frame 

£100-200

3060 A Second World War Air Raid Precaution Recruitment Poster Promoting the Women's Voluntary Services, with a
black and white head of a woman against a blue and black offset lithographic background inscribed ARP LOOKS TO
YOU and WOMEN'S VOLUNTARY SERVICES, with printed signature and date Davies (19)38, printed for H.M.
Stationery Office by Fosh & Cross Ltd., London (51/9918), approximately 85cm by 60cm, in a glazed oak frame 

£100-200

3061 A Second World War Belgian Cinema Advertising Poster for The Great Dictator (Le Dictateur), produced for Le
Normandie and showing Charlie Chaplin as a barber cutting Adolf Hitler's hair, offset colour lithograph, 53cm by
35.5cm, in a glazed oak frame; an Oak Framed Front Page of an Edition of Die Brennessel, a German publication
dated 27 November 1938, showing the Archbishop of Canterbury with his hand resting on the shoulder of a Jew,
over the inscription which translates as "One Heart and One Soul, One God and One Cashbox", and which
illustrates the anti-Western and anti- Jewish tradition in Germany, coloured lithograph, approximately 24cm by
16cm; Oswald Mosley's Tomorrow We Live, British Union Policy Book, paperback, second edition (3) 

£100-200

3062 An Early 20th Century Oak Campaign Bed, with a hinged rectangular top rising to form the headboard and
enclosing the concertina action with canvas covering, pulling out to a length of 211cm, width 79cm 

£70-80

3063 A Quantity of Militaria, including First World War dog tags, Second World War medals, commemorative medals,
Masonic jewels, rank chevrons, a copy of a signal cannon, ephemera, cloth insignia etc in two boxes 

£100-150

3064 A Quantity of Militaria, including a French campaign eating set comprising bone handled folding knife, fork and
spoon, combined condiment holder, corkscrew and tumbler in a leather case, a copper powder flask, a pair of box
spurs, Silver War Badge, a cockpit instrument panel, a Radiant Night marching compass, two Scottish swagger
sticks, a leather show stick, puttees books etc 

£150-200
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3065 A Second World War RAF Observer's and Air Gunner's Flying Log Book, to 1377559 LAC A M Gray, with
qualification certificate as Air Gunner and entries from 8.12.1941 to 4.7.1945, including numerous Operations to
Yugoslavia, Greece, Italy, Bulgaria, Albania and France; a Burberry RAF Officer's Greatcoat, with label to Squadron
Leader D K G Faulks, size 43" chest (2) 

£120-180

3066 A Maritime Liquid Filled Compass Type No.72958 by Kelvin & Hughes Ltd., London, in blackened brass case,
No./Ref.3130VS, with brass azimuth mirror, numbered 30713 

£70-100

3067 After E Dayes 
"The Inspection of Honorable Artillery Company on the 22nd of Sept. 1803, by the Earl Harrington E'c.", dedicated
to Col. Le Mesurier, the Officers, Non Commissioned Officers and Privates, by James Collins, coloured aquatint,
published London 1804, 45cm by 69cm, in a gilt frame, with a Court Order to verso; 
R Havell after G Forster 
"The Honorable Artillery Company Passing in Review before their Illustrious Colonel", His Royal Highness Prince
Augustus Frederick Duke of Sussex. K.G.&c,&c.&c, published by George Forster, London 1829, 42cm by 60cm including
margins, with Walker Galleries label to verso, and "The Honorable Artillery Company assembled for Ball practise at
Childs Hill, Hampstead", dedicated to their Illustrious Colonel His Royal Highness Prince Augustus Frederick Duke
of Sussex. K.G.K.I. &c,&c.&c., published by George Forster, London1831, 42cm by 62cm including margins, coloured
aquatints framed as a pair in Hogarth frames (3) 

£800-900

3068 Four Miniature Brass Models of Signal Cannons, two on a wood block mount and two on a wood carriage 

£60-80

3069 An Edwardian 1878 Home Service Pattern Blue Cloth Helmet, with gilt brass spike and ear rosettes and a brass
helmet plate to the Durham Light Infantry, lacks chin scales; a Copper Bugle, with brass mounts by Henry Potter &
Co., London, dated 1911 and with Out of Service arrows; a 1907 Bayonet, the blade with issue date for June 1918,
with steel mounted leather scabbard; a Swedish M1896 Mauser Bayonet, with steel scabbard; a Pair of Nickel
Rowel Spurs (6) 

£150-200

3070 A Quantity of Militaria, possibly to one family, comprising a Royal Artillery officer's bronzed cap badge and collar
badge, King's badge in silver, ARP silver badge, various buttons to the Royal Navy, New Zealand Shipping Co., DLI,
RAF sweetheart brooch, Women's Voluntary Service Medal, Dunkirk Medal, Royal Navy insignia and rank chevrons,
two albums of Second World War period photographs including RAF service in Canada, a French paperknife
modelled as a sword and various ephemera etc 

£100-150
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3071 A Quantity of Militaria, including a set of Underwood & Underwood stereoscopic cards 'The South African War' in
fitted box as two volumes of books, together with a hand held aluminium and wood stereoscopic viewer, a model
of a signal cannon on a wood carriage, a Pith helmet with leather chin strap, four wood swagger sticks with badges
to Royal Artillery, London Rifle Volunteer Brigade, Rifle Brigade and Royal Army Service Corps, an inert Mills bomb,
a wooden copy of a stick grenade, a photograph album relating to the Rifle Brigade and various pieces of
ephemera etc. 

£100-200

3072 A First World War Memorial Plaque, awarded to VALENTINE DIXON; a Quantity of Badges and Insignia, including
cap and glengarry badges, helmet centre plates, British formation patches, US and USSR insignia, a framed display
of Merchant Navy cap badges etc 

£150-200

3073 A Second World War Japanese "Good Luck" Flag, of red and cream printed cotton, with numerous ink signatures
and inscriptions, with hand stitched hem, 75cm by 103cm 
Footnote:- Brought back from the war by the vendor's father who was a signaller (designated rank of Gunner) in the
14th Army (Royal Artillery) 17th Indian Division ('Black Cat' Division) 

£90-120

3074 An Inert First World War Stokes 3" Mortar, with fuse and primer, in semi relic condition, but will strip down. 

£70-100

3075 A Second World War Six-pounder Gun Sight, in black enamelled brass, marked No.39 Mk.I.S. O.S. 767-G.A. 1942,
No.244 and with broad arrow; a Second World War U.S.Gunner's Quadrant, dated 1943, in stitched leather case (2)

£60-80

3076 A Quantity of Militaria, First World War to the1950's, including an army officer's No.2 dress tunic and trousers, a
battledress jacket, shirt, tie and webbing belt to a Lieutenant Royal Signals, various berets and caps, webbing
belts, canteens, webbing satchels, a radio transmitter etc, in two boxes. 

£70-100

3077 A Pair of Second World War CF41 X7 Naval Binoculars by Barr and Stroud, Glasgow & London, to Admiralty Pattern
1900A, serial number 74847, with individual focussing to each eyepiece, triple filters, black crinkle enamel grips
with yellow arrowheads, leather lens covers, neck strap and leather case 

£50-60
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3078 A Rare Second World War Mimeographed Field Order, announcing the ceasefire in North Western Europe and
commanding that 'all offensive ops will cease from receipt this signal . orders will be given to all tps to cease fire
0800 hrs tomorrow Saturday 5 May . full terms of local german surrender arranged today for 21 ARMY GP front
follow . emphasise these provisions apply solely to 21 ARMY GP front and for the moment exl of DUNKIRK . ack', the
order numbered. 21 A Gp/00/472/Ops(A), marked 'GO 411A SECRET' from 'EXFOR MAIN' to 'FIRST CDN ARMY:
SECOND BRIT ARMY: L OF C: GHQ AATPS: 79 ARMD DIV: EXFOR REAR:', signed in facsimile by Major General R.F.K.
Belchem, head of Field Marshall Montgomery's operations staff at Luneburg Heath, the reverse with written pencil
instructions to the courier 'PRITCHETT SRD/LT over Bridge', 24cm by 19cm 

£500-700

3079 A First World War Gun Sighting Telescope Patent VP 3 to 9 by W Ottway, patent number G327, dated 1918, with a
mahogany folding tripod 

£40-60

3080 An Irish Brass Belt Buckle, cast with a harp within a border inscribed Oglaigh na Eireann (Soldiers of Ireland), the
reverse impressed ISSUED BY PROV.COMMITTEE 

£150-180

3081 Three War Office Post-Second World War Booklets:- Imperial Policing and Duties in Aid of the Civil Power 1949.
War Office, 13 June 1949. Restricted. WO code no. 8439, with a pencil note on front cover: "1300 copies. DN/8439.
New."; Administration in the Field.Volume I. Administration Within the Division. War Office, 20 November 1951.
Restricted. WO code no. 8690.; and, The Armoured Division in Battle. 1952. War Office, 19 February 1952.
Restricted. WO code no. 8715 (3) 
Footnote:- formerly the property of Major M R R Goulden, R.E., who served in the war as a Sapper and later at the
War Office. 

£70-80

3082 Field Marshall Sir Douglas Haig:- a Hand Written Headed Postcard, dated 9 Feb. 1926, addressed to Sir John
Corkoran K.B.E. C.B., 6 Holborn Viaduct, London E.C.1., "Many thanks for kind letter of 8th inst: and invitation to
meeting on 18th in London. 
Much regret unable to be present, Haig. F.M.", with stamp cancellation mark for Newtown, St. Boswells 11 Feb. 

£80-120

3083 Militaria, comprising an Air Ministry MK II Cockpit Lamp with bakelite knob marked Ref. No. 5C/366, a button
plate, two black enamelled brass pocket compasses dated 1940 and 1943, three brass RAF cap badges and two
buttons, a Royal Tank Corps white metal cap badge, an ARP badge, an ACME Scout Whistle, a metal luggage
handle, a sewing set, a pocket watch, an officer's wood and canvas folding camp bed and a metal and canvas camp
bed etc 

£100-150
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3084 An Air Ministry Camera Type G45 by Williamson Mfg. Co. Ltd., stamped with broad arrow and with a spare film
magazine; an Air Ministry Twin Handled Camera by Williamson Mfg. Co. Ltd, circa 1940's; a Swan Generating Set,
used by the RAF for charging aircraft radio batteries, circa 1950's; a Second World War RAF Air Tank for a Lancaster
Bomber, in galvanised steel, used for opening the bomb bay doors; two Military Field Telephone Sets MKII F, in
green painted wood cases (7) 

£150-200

3085 Militaria, comprising a beech stock for a service rifle, a leather pistol holster and belt, a Ross, London 1 1/2" single
draw Marine Telescope Mark I No.1, in nickel with leather sleeve and anti-flare hood, numbered 327305, with
broad arrow and dated 1902, and a black enamelled brass telescopic tripod for a telescope, with leather trimmed
webbing case (4) 

£80-120

3086 Squadron Leader Cecil Arthur Rea A.F.C., Royal Air Force Test Pilot Interest:- a silver mounted glass inkwell, the
hinged cover engraved with a monogram and presentation inscription 'From B & P Flight Shed Staff, Sept. 1929', a
silver cigarette box with engraved inscription 'Presented to Sq.Ldr.C.A.Rea, A.F.C. from his fellow directors and the
members in appreciation of his valued services to the Club, May 1938', together with numerous newspaper
cuttings, letters, photographs and related ephemera. 
Footnote:- Squadron Leader Cecil Arthur Rea was a test pilot with the RAF and Marine Aircraft and Experimental
Establishment test flying marine aircraft. In 1926, at the end of his RAF service, he joined the company of Boulton&
Paul as full-time test pilot until 1934, when the aircraft department was sold to Sir Charle Hayward's Electic and
General Industries Trust and moved from Norfolk to Wolverhampton. Rea then started his own aircraft components
business. During his time at Boulton & Paul he took part in a competition held by Norwich and Norfolk Aeroplane Club
in aid of a Norwich hospital. The competition was a 70 mile race between twelve racing pigeons and an aeroplane
flown by Squadron Leader Rea without the aid of compass or map. He won the race by 15 minutes. The newspaper
cuttings from 1932 relate to this competition. 

£100-150

3087 A Walker's "Cherub Mk.III" Ship Taffrail Log, in brass case with white ceramic dial and a four finned rota; a
Knotmaster MkIII Ship Log, in black enamelled white metal case, with accessories in a pine fitted box (3) 

£100-150

3088 A Quantity of Militaria, including ten snapshot albums (not all filled) showing life in the RAF pre and early Second
World War including training, British aeroplanes, crashed German aeroplanes, Merchant shipping etc, most
annotated to the reverse, also, various postcards and greetings cards, a quantity of mixed cap badges, rank
insignia, matchbox holders etc. 

£100-150

3089 An Elizabeth II Royal Marines Bandsman's Ball Top Helmet, in white cloth with brass helmet plate, ball spike and
chinscales, with leather sweatband, size 57; Militaria, including a naval peaked cap with HMS Ganges cap tally, a
beret with feather hackle, a Russian peaked cap, a single draw military telescope by Ottway, 1941, a reproduction
compass, two REME Recovery Mechanics pocket books, three bayonets in rusty condition etc 

£80-120
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3090 A Special Operations Executive "Assassin's" Pen Dagger, in the form of a black bakelite fountain pen, the top
unscrewing to reveal a 6.5cm diamond section steel blade, 13.3cm, with a leather pouch. 

£150-200

3091 A Second World War Special Operations Executive Folding Knife, with 14cm plain clip point steel blade, chequered
black plastic grip scales and nickel suspension loop, 33cm 

£150-250

3092 A Second World War Special Operations Executive Multi Tool, with wire cutters, folding knife blade, tin opener and
three graduated saw blades, unmarked, closed length 13cm 

£250-350

3093 A Rare First World War Royal Flying Corps Pilot/Observer's Thigh Altimeter by J.H. Steward Ltd, 406 Strand & 457
West Strand, London, the silvered dial marked with maker's name and AERO HYPSOMETER COMPENSATED 5037,
the nickel case with large winding crown for use with gauntlets, 5cm diameter, on a long brown strap 

£800-1,200

3094 A First World War Mark V Cockpit Pocket Watch, the circular black enamel dial with white arabic numerals
enclosing 30 HOUR NON-LUMINOUS MARK V. B.E.11192, with subsidiary seconds dial, top wind, in a nickel case, the
back engraved A over broad arrow, in an aluminium cockpit mount with thick felt back 

£300-500

3095 A First World War Royal Naval Air Service Aircraft Altimeter by Negretti and Zambra, London, the 7.5cm diameter
circular silvered dial with black and red numerals enclosing COMPENSATED, maker's name and numbered 3257, in
a burnished brass case with strap lugs to the sides, the back plate engraved RALPH WHITEHEAD. R.N. ROYAL NAVAL
AIR SERVICE 1914, in a green velvet lined maroon leather case; a First World War Royal Flying Corps Message
Streamer, with a white cotton message pouch containing a lead weight and attached to two streamers, each of
three blue, yellow and red cotton panels, 137cm by 11cm. Footnote:- Before the use of radios, these streamers were
the only way that aircrew could communicate with ground personnel. Messages were placed in the weighted pouch of
the streamer and then thrown from early aircraft to pass on important information. (2) 

£500-800

3096 An Interesting Collection of Nine Pre and Second World War Photograph Albums, pertaining to Mrs Vera
Armstrong O.B.E., nee Marshall, who married Captain Andrew Armstrong (later Brigadier) Royal Engineers 26th
May 1934 at Christ Church, Cheltenham. The albums contain numerous photographs covering her sporting life in
the 1920's, early married life in England and India, activities of the 7th Wiltshire M.T.Coy. Bulford A.T.S. in the
Southern Command, showing how in many varied ways the A.T.S. did valuable work which allowed the release of
thousands of men to do other duties, including the “Blood Drive”, showing blood donation, preparing and drying
the plasma for transportation to the Far East, and packing bottles of plasma into parachute baskets to be dropped
by air on to the battlefields, also family snaps and related letters and ephemera, together with the enamelled gilt
miniature to the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George Companion (C.M.G.) breast badge in case
of issue. 

£300-400
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3097 A Second World War Sheepskin Lined Leather Flying Jacket, Type B-3, to Pilot Officer (later Flight Lieutenant) Roger
Cobley, RAF in India, together with a pair of sheepskin flying boots, with front zip fastenings and leather ankle
straps, size 9, his Pilot''s Flying Log Book with entries from July 1941 to May 1945 and a silver cigarette case with
engraved facsimile inscription 'To my darling Roger from Ailsa, Christmas 1941', with hallmarks for London 1940 (5) 

£250-350

3098 A Second World War Type P10 Aircraft Compass, numbered 27948 8, stamped with broad arrow, on a later teak
plinth 

£50-60

3099 A Set of Sixteen Royal Hampshire Pewter Figures, each depicting a British 1944 soldier, on a wood plinth and in
original box; a Set of Eleven Royal Hampshire Pewter Models, of war time RAF aeroplanes, each on a wood plinth
and in original box (27) 

£80-120

3100 A Non-working Copy of a Remington Type Revolver by Henry Krank, with blued finish, in a later Gardone box; a
British Second World War Turtle Helmet, with texture olive green paint, the liner dated 1945; a Fireman's Axe,
with ash haft; a Pair of Kukris, mounted on a walnut shield with copy Gurkha cap badges; a Teak Tray, of circular
form, set with a copper plaque inscribed 'From the Teak of H.M.S. Iron Duke, Admiral Jellicoe's Flag Ship, Jutland
1916', 35cm (5) 

£100-150

3101 Two Large Imperial Chinese "Yellow Dragon" Flags, each of pale gold linen appliqued in red, brown, cream and
black with a dragon and flaming pearl, in a glazed ebonised frame, the reverse with a typed label 'This Flag and its
companion once flew over the Imperial Chinese Maritime Customs Headquarters at Antung, Manchuria. After the
death of the Emporor T'ung-Chih, the deposition of the Empire in November , 1911, and the accession of the Republic,
these flags were presented to Captain R.Caldicott by Mr Hubbard, an Officer of the Chinese Customs Service. Antung,
December 1911', size of flag 87cm by 110cm, size of frame 113cm by 128cm 

£200-300

3102 A Norwegian Army Issue Wood Sledge, painted red with rope bound grips and steel runners, some repairs, 190cm
by 61cm by 18cm 

£80-120

3103 A 19th Century Gilt Metal and Cut Steel Miniature Sword and Scabbard, possibly for a chatelaine, with wire bound
grip and pierced foliate scroll suspender; a Brass Combination Powder Flask, with black leather cloth covering (2) 

£100-150

3104 A Japanese Bronze Figure of a Second World War Soldier, standing holding a rifle to his right side, his left foot
resting on a stone, on a stone built mound set with a panel incised with Japanese characters, the reverse with a
further inscribed panel and with a signature tablet, 39.5cm 

£150-250
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3105 A Pair of Early 20th Century Irish Blackthorn Shillelaghs, each of well formed spiny wood painted green with black
painted grip, 66cm 

£150-250

3106 An Elizabeth II Beech Truncheon, the rounded body with crowned EIIR transfer, with ribbed grip and leather wrist
strap; a First World War Bronze Commemorative Medallion, the obverse depicting Pegasus, the reverse inscribed
"THE INNER TEMPLE TO MEMBERS OF THE INN WHO FOUGHT FOR THEIR COUNTRY", in a lignum vitae case (2) 

£70-90

3107 Two First World War German Trench Shovels, each with steel blade folded at the bottom corners and with rivetted
reinforced panels to the back to accomodate the turned wood handle with globular pommels, no visible markings
(2) 

£80-120

3108 An Interesting Collection of Second World War Captured German Items, comprising a Kriegsmarine Blue/Grey
Leather Jacket, with stand-up collar, five later front buttons, breast pocket and two other pockets with flaps, grey
wool lining with pinstripe sleeve linings elasticated at the inner cuffs, with label Max Moller of Kolne, 1st April
1943, size 50; a U-Boat Crew Made Conning Tower Pennant, in cream cotton appliqued on each side with a
maroon cotton bird; an M.A.E.E. Related Photograph Album, to 1001135 Sergeant (Wilson?) R.A.F.V.R., who
captured the wearer of the jacket, and who was working at the Marine Aircraft Experimental Establishment, the
photographs relate to the Bouncing Bomb testing at Helensburgh; a Second World War Group of Four Medals,
comprising 1939-45 Star, Atlantic Star, Defence and War Medals, with Air Council medal slip and an RAF cap badge.
The above sergeant was stationed at the Marine Aircraft Experimental Establishment during the war where he
worked on anti submarine measures predominantly with Sunderland Flying Boats. In 1945 he was sent to Loch Ryan
near Stranraer when the U Boats were brought in on skeleton crews from Loch Eribol in Northern Scotland. During this
time he secured the leather jacket and pennant direct from a crew member. 
Some of the photographs in the album show the pilot of a Vickers Wellington, Flight Lt. A.S.Carswell, his navigator
Warrant Officer E.S.Sparks who, together with a member of the Mines Department at the Admiralty, Mr. Charles
Bound, were all killed during an RAF experiment in the dropping of depth charges in Brodick Bay, Isle of Arran on 17th
October 1945 

£600-700

3109 Seven British Second World War Turtle Helmets, two with liners and chinstraps, one with liner and four lacking
liners (7) 

£100-200

3110 Seven British Brodie Helmets, three First World War and four Second World War, all lack liners (7) 

£100-150

3111 An RAF Issue Wolseley Helmet by Tress & Co., London, covered in khaki drill cloth, the left side of the nine fold
puggaree set with RAF flash, with stitched leather bound brim and chin strap, green cloth lining to the underside
of the brim, with leather sweatband, crimson silk lining and The "Aura" ventilation vent, size 7 3/8, in a black
japanned tin, the hinged cover inscribed Sqd. Ldr. J.B. Curtis, R.A.F. 

£200-250
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3112 A First World War Bavarian Enlisted Pickelhaube, the black leather skull surmounted by a grey steel conical spike,
circular base plate, the rear spine with sliding vent cover, with dark patinated steel helmet plate, the front peak
with folded steel edge, the underside to the back peak stamped 1888, with enamelled frilled edge kokarden,
M1891 leather chin strap and leather liner. 
Footnote: - Believed to have come from Hooge Crater Museum, Ypres 

£300-500

3113 An Interwar and Second World War Period Extensive Uniform to Lieutenant Colonel Sir Arthur Pelham Heneage
Royal Horse Artillery, comprising frock coat, the gilt rope twist shoulder cords with rank pips for a Captain, dress
jacket to the rank of Lieutenant, dress tunic to the rank of Colonel, mess jacket to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel, a
waistcoat, a pair of overalls and pair of breeches with crimson side stripes, a number 1 dress cap, a gold lace cross
belt and pouch with bullion thread embroidery in a morocco case, a gold lace cross belt, two gold lace waist belts,
a red and gold waist belt and tassels, various sword slings and belts, two sword knots; also, his number 1 dress
uniform to a Major, the Derbyshire Yeomanry, comprising tunic and trousers, and his number 1 and number 2
dress uniforms as Deputy Lieutenant, each comprising tunic, trousers and peaked cap, all contained in a japanned
tin trunk
Lt.-Col. Sir Arthur Pelham Heneage was born on 11 July 1881. He was the son of Captain Frederick William Heneage
and Ann Lawrence Mary Gordon. He married Anne Findley, daughter of Brig.-Gen. Neil Douglas Findley, on 10 October
1912. He died on 22 November 1971 at age 90 at Walesby Hall, Market Rasen, Lincolnshire, England. 
He lived at Market Rasen, Lincolnshire, England. He was awarded the Distinguished Service Order (D.S.O.) He held the
office of Deputy Lieutenant (D.L.) He held the office of Justice of the Peace (J.P.) He held the office of Member of
Parliament (M.P.) for Louth, Lincolnshire between 1924 and 1945. He was appointed Knight in 1945 

£400-600

3114 A Collection of Second World War ARP Uniforms, comprising a greatcoat with Warden shoulder titles, a tunic with
Civil Defence York badge, Warden shoulder titles, lanyard and single red chevron service stripe, size No.6 (34" to
36" chest) and a pair of trousers, size No.10 (26" to 28" waist), three blouses - one lacking badges, two with Civil
Defence badges and Warden shoulder titles, a pair of trousers; also, post-war uniforms, comprising a battledress
blouse to Royal Artillery, two pairs of battledress trousers - one with a pair of braces, two denim overall blouses
and a pair of denim overall trousers (13) 

£100-150

3115 A Second World War No.2 Dress Uniform, to a Lieutenant Royal Army Service Corps, comprising a tunic with
bronze collar badges and rank pips, brass buttons and shoulder titles, with Eastern Command formation patches
and a lanyard, 42" chest, and a pair of trousers, 32" waist; a Second World War No.2 Dress Uniform, to a Private,
the Kings Own Royal Regiment, comprising a tunic with brass buttons, collar badges and shoulder titles, with First
World medal ribbon bars, labelled Size 14 N.S. (40" chest) dated 1934, and a pair of trousers labelled size Small 30"
waist, dated 1939 (4) 

£100-150
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3116 A Second World War No.2 Leather Jerkin, with four brown plastic buttons and brown wool lining, labelled Size 1
(34" to 41" chest over jacket) and dated 1942; a Second World War 1940 Pattern Battledress Uniform, to a Private
the Leicestershire Regiment, comprising a blouse with embroidered shoulder titles and 49th (West Riding)
Divisional patches, labelled Size Small (31" to 32" chest), and a pair of trousers labelled Size No.6 (33" to 34" waist),
dated 1945; a Post 1953 General Staff Officer's No.1 Dress Tunic, with staybrite buttons, scarlet gorget patches and
Second World War medal ribbon bar, lacks shoulder straps, size 40" chest ( 

£100-150

3117 A Second World War 1940 Pattern Greatcoat to a Lieutenant 16th West Riding Home Guard, with brass buttons
and rank pips, and cloth divisional arm insignia, labelled Size No.4 (39" to40" chest); two Second World War Home
Guard Battledress Blouses, one in wool serge with cloth insignia and divisional patches to 1 Buxton, labelled size
36" to 37" chest, the other in green denim, with rank pips to a Lieutenant, Home Guard armband, lanyard and First
World War medal ribbon bar, labelled Size 9 (38" to 40" chest); a 1939 Pattern Greatcoat, with Home Guard
shoulder titles, cloth insignia H/28 and rank chevrons to a Corporal, labelled Size No.3 (36" to 38" chest), dated
1940; a Pair of Serge Battledress Trousers, labelled Size No.13 (33" to 34" waist)dated 1941 (5) 

£150-180

3118 Three Second World War Battledress Blouses, one to a Lieutentant, label dated 1943, 38" chest, one labelled
British Pattern, Made in Australia, 38" to 39" chest and dated 1943, and one labelled Size No.9 (39" to 40" chest)
and dated 1945; three Pairs of Battledress Trousers, one 35" waist and dated 1942, one 37" to 38" and dated 1945,
and one 30" waist; a Pair of Denim Overall Trousers, labelled Siz 9 (33" to 35" waist) and dated 1940; a Post
Second World War Denim Tank Suit, to a Captain, with bronze rank pips, labelled Size No.4 (38" to 40" chest, 34"
to 36" waist), dated 1946 (8) 

£100-150

3119 A Second World War Camouflage Tank Crews Oversuit, labelled Size No.4 (38" to 40" chest) and dated 1945; a
Second World War Windproof Camouflage Smock, labelled Size No.3 (35" to 37" chest) and dated 1944; a Pair of
Second World War Windproof Camouflage Trousers, labelled Size No.4 (33" to 35" waist) and dated 1944; also, a
Second World War large Soft Kit battle jerkin marked with broad arrow, Quorn MillsLtd., 1943, a similar
ammunition jerkin dated 1948, and a Soft Kit battle jerkin for training purposes only (6) 

£100-150

3120 A Quantity of Second World War/Post War Khaki Drill Uniforms, including a smock and trousers, two jackets with
patch pockets, a pair of trousers, a pair of shorts, two shirts - one with slip on shoulder straps to a Captain IAOC;
also, a snow suit smock and trousers, a cold weather peaked cap with sheepskin lined ear flaps, dated 1944, a No.2
service cap dated 1961, and a 1940 pattern battledress blouse to a Captain, labelled size 16 (39" to 40" chest) and
dated 1946 (13) 

£80-120

3121 Four 1940's RAF Side Caps, in blue wool serge, all with brass cap badges, two with brass front buttons and two
with bakelite front buttons; two 1950 RAF Berets, each with brass cap badge; a Post 1953 RASC Black Wool Beret,
with staybrite cap badge; a Pair of Modern RAF Overalls, in olive green (8) 

£80-120
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3122 A Second World War RAF Composite Flying Suit, comprising a pair of Irvin sheepskin lined leather flying trousers,
with Air Ministry label Size 7, Waist 36"-38", Seat 42"-44", Leg 34 1/2", the brass zips with Lightning pull tabs and
elasticated braces; an unlabelled sheepskin lined leather flying jacket with replaced front zip, and metal cuff zips
with Aero pull tabs; a pair of sheepskin lined brown suede flying boots dated 1941, possibly size 7; a leather flying
helmet and goggles (6) 

£400-600

3123 A Modern Irvin Sheepskin Lined Leather Flying Helmet and Goggles by Aviation Leathercraft, size M, the goggles
with Halcyon chromed metal frames; a Great Seal of the State of Oklahoma 1907 Lightweight Leather Flying Jacket,
with metal zipper and button stud front fastening, one zip closure breast pocket and two slit front pockets,
measures 35" from armpit to armpit across the chest (3) 

£100-150

3124 A Post-1953 RAF No.1 Dress Man's Uniform, to a Senior Aircraftman, comprising jacket with cloth sleeve insignia,
NATO medal ribbon bar with Libya clasp and staybrite buttons, size 46" chest, pair of trousers with braces, size 38"
waist and peaked cap; three Post-1953 RAF No.1 Dress Jackets, one to a Flying Officer with Navigator's brevet and
staybrite butttons, size 38" chest, one to a Corporal with sleeve insignia and brass buttons, and one to a Leading
Aircraft man, with sleeve insignia, brass buttons and label dated 1950, size 38" chest (6) 

£80-120

3125 An RAF Warrant Officer's No.1 Dress Jacket, with George VI brass buttons, sleeve insignia and Second World War
medal ribbon bar, with label dated 1957, size 40" chest; a Second World War No.1 Dress Jacket, with brass
buttons, sleeve insignia to Leading Aircraftman, long service chevrons and good conduct chevron, with label dated
1945, size 37" chest; a George VI RAF No.1 Uniform, to a Sergeant, comprising jacket with brass buttons and Air
Signaller brevet, size 38" chest and pair of trousers, size 36" waist; a Post 1953 Battledress Blouse, to a Flying
Officer with Parachute Jump Instructor's brevet, size 42" chest (5) 

£80-120

3126 Two RAF OA Greatcoats, one with brass buttons and label dated 1944, size 38" chest, the other with brass buttons
and label dated 1950, size 36"-38" chest; two RAF OA Battledress Blouses, one with Corporal sleeve chevrons, label
dated 1964, size 36"-37" chest, the other with Leading Aircraftman sleeve insignia, label dated 1948, size 38"-39"
chest (4) 

£80-120

3127 A Second World War German Air Force Dagger, first pattern, with 31cm double edge unsigned steel blade, the
white metal hilt with wire bound blue leather grip and sunwheel pommel bearing traces of gilt, the blue leather
covered scabbard with white metal mounts and chain suspender with sprung clip, 48.5cm 

£250-300

3128 A Japanese Shin Shinto Wakizashi, the 49.5cm steel blade with almost straight hamon, unsigned tang with two
mekugi ana, two piece brass habaki, in shirasaya mounts, 73.5cm, together with the vendor's original purchase
invoice and papers, and a book "The Samurai Sword - A Handbook" by John M Yumoto 

£200-300
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3129 A 19th Century Japanese Wakizashi, with 42cm single edge steel blade, brass habaki, the sectional bone hilt and
scabbard carved with figures and foliage, 75cm, together with a wood display stand 

£60-80

3130 A Japanese Edo Katana, the 60cm steel blade with almost horizontal hamon, unsigned tang with single mekugi
ana, the gilt metal one piece habaki cut with diagonal burred and clean lines, the iron tsuba with shakudo
decoration of a sinuous dragon, the black braid bound same hilt with shakudo decorated bronze menuki as
fruiting branches, with pagoda decorated fuchi and kashira and with black lacquer saya, 89cm 

£600-700

3131 A Japanese Shin Shinto Katana, the 61.5cm steel blade with undulating hamon, unsigned tang with single mekugi
ana, in Shirasaya mounts with in-built habaki, 90cm 

£400-500

3132 A Japanese Shinto Wakizashi, the 47.5cm steel blade with undulating hamon, cut-down tang with two mekugi ana,
bears signature for Ietsugu, the one piece brass habaki with single flute, in shirasaya mounts, 

£400-500

3133 A Japanese Shinto Tanto, the 28.5cm steel blade with almost horizontal hamon, the cut-down tang with single
mekugi ana, single brass habaki and shirasaya mounts, 42.5cm 

£150-250

3134 A Japanese Koto Katana, the 70.5cm steel blade with billowing hamon, signed tang with single mekugi ana, one
piece copper habaki, the iron tsuba decorated with birds in flight below a shakudo moon, the brown braid bound
same hilt with shakudo decorated bronze prunus flower menuki, the fuchi and kashira decorated with stylised
marine life, with black lacquer saya, 101cm 

£500-800

3135 A Japanese Koto Katana, the 65cm steel blade with shallow undulating hamon, unsigned shortened tang with two
mekugi ana, one piece silver habaki with diagonal burred decoration, brass prunus cast tsuba, spring clip, the
brown braid bound same hilt with gilt and copper finish prunus blossom menuki, fuchi and kashira, with bronzed
steel saya, 104cm 

£500-700

3136 A Victorian 1845 Pattern Infantry Officer's Picquet Weight Sword, the 82cm single edge fullered steel blade lightly
etched with crowned royal cypher and with Proved poincon, the brass gothic hilt with hinged guard, with wire
bound fishskin grip and with a brown leather service scabbard, 95cm; a Victorian 1827 Pattern Rifle Regiment
Officer's Sword, with steel hilt and wire bound wood grip, lacks scabbard; a George V Royal Artillery Officer's
Sword, the nickel plated three bar hilt with wire bound fishskin grip, lacks scabbard (3) 

£100-150
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3137 A 19th Century Spanish Swordstick, the 72.5cm blade of diamond section for the last 45cm, engraved ARTA. FABA.
DE TOLEDO 1881, the cane haft with grained decoration, the angular handle carved from a hippopotamus tusk,
92cm 

£150-200

3138 A US Civil War Cut Throat Razor by Wostenholme of Sheffield, the blade tang stamped with maker's name, the
pressed horn grip scales decorated with laurel leaves, oak leaves and acorns enclosing cartouche panels showing
the figures of Charles Blucher and Baily Platoff of the Union Army, 15.5cm closed; a German Cut Throat Razor, the
concave blade etched "The Hamburg Ring", stamped Solingen, with ivorine grip scales,16cm closed (2) 

£50-60

3139 An Indian Kukri, the single edge curved steel blade with two narrow fullers to the back edge, with brass bolster,
wood grip and leather scabbard set with sharpening knives; a Gurkha Regimental Plaque, set with various badges
and a pair of crossed kukris; also, four staybrite and one blackened Paratroopers cap badges and two insignia 

£50-60

3140 A 19th Century Malacca Swordstick, the 73cm single edge tapering steel blade bears traces of original gilding and
bluing, the horn handle carved with a dog mask, with brass ferrule, 88cm 

£150-200

3141 A King's Own Scottish Borderers Ebonised Swordstick, with 51cm square tapering steel blade, the plated pommel
set with regimental badge, the haft with plated collar and brass ferrule, 96cm, with a King's own Scottish Borderers
white metal glengarry badge; a 19th Century Blackthorn Swordstick, with 64.5cm single edge fullered steel blade,
91cm (3) 

£150-200

3142 An Edwardian 1897 Pattern Infantry Officer's Sword, the 82cm fullered steel blade etched with royal cypher, 1st
London R.E.V., and maker's name Pipe & McGill, Maiden Lane, Bedford St., Strand W.C., with Proved poincon, the
plated steel hilt pierced with royal cypher, with wire bound fishskin grip, leather service scabbard and sword knot,
101cm 

£90-120

3143 An 1885 Pattern Cavalry Trooper's Sword, the 87cm single edge fullered steel blade stamped MOLE to the back
edge, one side of the ricasso stamped with bend mark, Y.C., WD arrow and various inspector's marks, the opposing
side with various issue dates, the steel hilt stamped 5 DG 1888 B.R.K. (Berkshire Yeomanry) and later painted grey,
with chequered leather grip scales, the steel scabbard stamped with similar markings and later painted green,
105cm 

£200-300
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3144 An 1885 Pattern Cavalry Trooper's Sword, the 87cm single edge fullered steel blade stamped with maker's mark
Weyersberg, Kirschbaum & Cie, Solingen, at the ricasso, the opposiing side with bend mark, War Department
arrow, Y.C. and various inspector's marks, the steel hilt stamped 5 DG 1888, struck through, with chequered
leather grip scales and steel scabbard, 105cm 

£200-300

3145 A Lee Metford M1888 Type II Bayonet by Wilkinson, London, the blade stamped with maker's name, issue date for
February 1899, bend mark, broad arrow and inspection mark, the spine with two further inspection marks, the
pommel stamped 3, with steel mounted leather scabbard and crushed brown leather frog stamped ICD 2026;
another Example, with issue date for October 1892, lacks scabbard; a Lee Enfield 1903 Pattern Bayonet by
Chapman, Sheffield, the blade stamped with maker's name, bend mark, broad arrow, inspection mark and issue
date for March 1905, the pommel stamped 80, with steel mounted leather scabbard and webbing frog (3) 

£200-300

3146 A Remington 1913 Pattern Bayonet by Remington, the blade stamped with maker's mark, date, issue mark for
March 1916, inspection mark, bend mark and broad arrow, with steel mounted leather scabbard and leather frog
as issued to the Home Guard in the Second World War; a French M1886 Lebel Bayonet, with cruciform steel blade,
brass grip and steel scabbard ; an L.I.A.3 Knife Bayonet, the blackened steel hilt stamped L.1.A.3. 960-0257 B, lacks
scabbard (3) 

£150-180

3147 A Spanish Dress Sword, the 80cm epee steel blade etched with foliate strapwork, the ricasso marked Toledo, the
nickel plated three bar hilt chased with leaves, with wire bound black leather grip and plated scabbard with
leather hanging strap and brass double lion head buckle, 96cm 

£80-120

3148 An Indian Tulwar, with niello type decoration to the curved steel blade, the steel hilt with disc pommel, lacks
scabbard; a Burmese Dha, with single edge steel blade and brass mounted wood hilt and scabbard; also, three
Swedish Mora knives, two with plastic sheaths, a hunting knife with oak grip scales, a hunting knife with teak grip
and leather sheath, an Indian tourist sword and scabbard (8) 

£100-150

3149 A First World War German Trench Knife, the 14cm single edge steel blade marked GOTTLIEB HAMMESFAHR
SOLINGEN FOCHE at the ricasso, with steel crossguard, the two piece wood grip scales with diagonal ribbed
decoration, with black enamelled steel scabbard and leather strap; a First World War French "Nail" Dagger, the
wrought twin bar grip with belt loop; a Second World War Blade for an Entrenching Tool, stamped BRADES, 1941
and with broad arrow (3) 

£120-150

3150 A Victorian 1854 Pattern Infantry Officer's Sword, with 83cm steel epee blade, brass gothic hilt and steel scabbard,
100.5cm; a 1907 Bayonet by Wilkinson, the blade with issue date for May 1917, lacks scabbard; a Small Crossbow,
the steel prod with 40cm span, steel stirrup, beech tiller and wood bolt with steel head (4) 

£150-180
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3151 A Small Hunting Knife by William Rodgers, Sheffield, with grip of stacked leather washers and leather sheath; also,
a copper powder flask embossed with a shell, a leather shot flask, a cylindrical copper canteen, an Indian kukri
with horn grip and three Arab souvenir knives (7) 

£70-100

3152 A French XIII Sabre-Briquet, the 59.5cm single edge steel blade indistinctly marked with maker's name, Chaillot
1834 to the ricasso, the opposing side with inspection mark, the cast brass hilt with ribbed grip, stirrup knuckle
bow and downswept globular quillon stamped V 1837, the black leather scabbard with brass locket stamped 82
and chape stamped 1 18, 77.5cm 

£180-250

3153 A Copy of a 17th Century Scottish Dirk, the 30.5cm single edge steel blade with spear point and narrow fuller
running along the back edge, the wood grip with scalloped white metal disc pommel plate, 41.5cm 

£100-150

3154 A 19th Century German 'Nicker Kampfmesser' Knife, the 10cm single edge blade marked with maker's standing
knight logo below A.W.Jr., Solingen, the bone grip with ribbed German silver ferrule and oval pommel cap
engraved R.F.LYON, the leather scabbard with German silver mounts; a German Bowie Type Knife, the 15cm single
edge tapering steel blade marked FRIEDR. HERDER ABR. SOHN, SOLINGEN, GERMANY, the wood grip with polished
brass recurving crossguard and oval pommel cap, with leather scabbard, 28cm (2) 

£200-300

3155 A First World War Austrian Army Trench Knife, the 21cm single edge steel blade with spear point, the ricasso
stamped Z, with steel elliptical crossguard, the beech grip scales attached by three steel rivets, the steel scabbard
bearing traces of original olive green paint, with leather belt loop threaded through the slotted suspender, 35.5cm 

£100-150

3156 A US 1913 Bayonet by Remington, the blade with maker's mark, issue date for September 1917 and struck through
inspection marks and US, the steel mounted leather scabbard with crushed leather frog as issued to the Home
Guard in the Second World War; a French M1886 Epee Lebel Bayonet, with cruciform blade, nickel hilt and black
painted steel scabbard (2) 

£100-150

3157 A 19th Century German Hunting Knife, one side of the 18cm single edge steel blade etched at the ricasso with lily
of the valley, the opposing side with maker's mark F.HERDER ABR. SOHN, SOLINGEN, the German silver hilt with
recurving crossguard and with reconstituted amber type grip and pommel, the leather scabbard with German
silver mounts, 31cm; an Indonesian Badek, with 33cm single curved edge steel blade, wood pistol grip hilt and two
piece wood scabbard; an Indonesian Two Piece Wood Scabbard, possibly for a badek (3) 

£100-150
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3158 An Inuit Bone Knife, the 7cm single edge steel blade with oblong bone grip with stained band, the two piece bone
scabbard incised and stained on one side with chevrons, with leather bound strap holder, 18.5cm; a Spanish
Folding Knife, the 26cm clip-point steel blade engraved and enamelled in red with scrolls and inscription
"Albacete", folding into the bone and brass grip; a 19th Century German Hunting Knife, one side of the 18cm single
edge steel blade etched at the ricasso with lily of the valley, the hilt with white metal recurving crossguard, with
brass and reconstituted amber type grip and pommel, the leather scabbard with steel chape; 30cm; an Indian
Dagger, the 15.5cm double edge steel blade etched with scrolls, the aluminium hilt with brass visored helmet
pommel, with tooled leather scabbard, 27cm (4) 

£150-180

3159 A Victorian 1897 Pattern Infantry Sword, with 80.5cm single edge fullered steel blade, nickel hilt pierced with VR
cypher, with ribbed horn grip, lacks scabbard, 95cm; a Fencing Sabre, the blade ricasso stamped Wilkinson MK.III,
with steel bowl hilt and chequered wood grip; a Fencing Foil, with aluminium cup guard and string bound grip (3) 

£80-120

3160 A Victorian Rifle Volunteers Officer's Sword, the 82.5cm single edge fullered steel blade etched with regimental
badge and foliage, by Reeves, Birmingham, with Proved poincon, the steel gothic hilt pierced and engraved with a
crowned slung bugle, wire bound fishskin grip and plated steel scabbard, 99cm 

£80-120

3161 A First World War Period Hunting Whip by Swaine & Adeney Co., London, the heavy silver plated hook handle
with planished decoration and crown screw, silver collar engraved with a monogram 'PM 17th July 1918, Evelyn',
maker's name and hallmarked for London 1918, with leather covered haft, leather keeper and thong; a Camel
Whip, with stitched leather double strap and brass foliate embossed grip; an Australian Plaited Kangaroo Leather
Bull Whip, with wood handle and related receipt dated 1913; a Plaited Leather Stock Whip, set with tufts of horse
hair; a Bull's Pezzle Whip, with copper wire bound grip and wrist strap (5) 

£150-200

3162 A George III 1796 Pattern Light Cavalry Officer’s Sword, the 82cm single edge curved fullered steel blade by Henry
Osborn etched with crowned GR, Royal Arms, stands of arms, English rose and mounted dragoon, signed OSBORNS
WARRANTED to the back edge, the steel stirrup hilt with facetted back strap, black patent leather ribbed grip
lacking most of its wire binding, with steel two ring scabbard, 99cm 

£400-600

3163 A George III 1796 Pattern Cavalry Sword to the 7th Hussars, 76cm single edge plain curved fullered steel blade
signed on the back edge P.GILL, the brass stirrup hilt with wire bound leather grip, the top of the crossguard
engraved 7H/E/53, the brass two ring scabbard engraved 7HS/E/13, 91cm 

£500-700

3164 A Victorian 1845 Pattern Infantry Officer's Sword by Henry Wilkinson, Pall Mall, London, the 82cm single edge
fullered steel blade crisply etched with crowned VR cypher, scrolling foliage and maker's name, with maker's
Proved poincon, the gilt brass gothic hilt pierced and cast with crowned VR cypher, with hinged guard, wire bound
fishskin grip and brass two ring scabbard, 99cm 

£200-300
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3165 A Late 18th / Early 19th Century Scottish 42nd Foot Sergeant's Basket Hilt Broadsword, the 83.5cm double edge
steel blade with slightly rounded tip, each side with a narrow fuller running 23cm from the hilt, the brass Highland
basket hilt with wire bound fishskin grip and fluted domed pommel, lacks scabbard, 99cm 

£600-800

3166 A Victorian Artillery Volunteers Officer's Sword, the 76cm single edge curved steel blade etched with Artillery
Volunteers badge and foliage, with gilt Proved poincon, the steel three bar hilt with wire bound fishskin grip and
with steel two ring scabbard, 94cm; a 19th Century Mountain Artillery Type Sword, the 72cm single edge curved
fullered steel blade stamped ROBT. MOLE & SONS, BIRMINGHAM, to the back edge, the hilt with ribbed iron grip,
the brass guard broken off, lacks scabbard.84cm (2) 

£150-200

3167 A 19th Century Sword Stick, the blade rusted into the leather covered wood haft, with brass ferrule, 92.5cm; a
Burmese Dha, the 62.5cm single edge steel blade with scalloped engraved decoration to the back edge, with
plaited vegetable fibre bound grip and two piece wood scabbard, 87cm; a Kukri, the blade stamped NEPAL, with
horn grip, brass bolster and pommel and leather scabbard; a Canary Islands Naife, with 7cm single edge broad
blade, the banded wood and metal grip decorated with bands of diapering and crosses, with tooled leather
scabbard (4) 

£100-150

3168 An Australian Lithgow 1918 Bayonet, the blade with bend mark and two A stars to one side of the ricasso, the
opposing side stamped LITHGOW 1918, the crossguard stamped 2ND M.D. 65313, the wood grip stamped SLAZ.42,
with steel mounted leather scabbard and webbing frog; a Japanese Arisaka Bayonet, the ricasso of the blade
marked with piled cannon balls, the steel hilt with downswept quillon, with steel scabbard and leather frog (2) 

£100-150

3169 A Ross Rifle 1910 Mark II Bayonet, the blade stamped with a broad arrow and inspector's mark, the squared off
steel pommel stamped ROSS RIFLE CO/QUEBEC 1907, and numbered 232, with leather scabbard and frog 

£100-150

3170 A US M3 Fighting Knife, with unmarked 16.5cm blued steel blade, the Parkerised steel hilt with grip of compressed
leather washers, the M8A1 green plastic scabbard with webbing frog, 32cm 

£100-150

3171 A 20th Century Copy of a British Elcho 1871 Pattern Sword Bayonet by Alex Coppel, the 50cm sawback steel blade
stamped at the ricasso with maker's scales trademark, the back edge stamped 3398AC, the steel hilt with
chequered leather grip scales, lacks scabbard. 

£100-200
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3172 A British 1887 Pattern Mk.III Sword Bayonet by Wilkinson Sword Co., London, the 46cm plain steel blade stamped
with crowned VR cypher, /89 and maker's name to one side of the ricasso, the opposing side with WD arrow and
inspector's marks, with chequered black leather grip scales, the pommel numbered 7283, the steel mounted
leather scabbard stamped 7317; a British 1856 Enfield Pattern Sword Bayonet, the 57cm yataghan steel blade
stamped on the back edge JK 431 ENFIELD, the steel crossguard stamped 22, with chequered black leather grip
scales, lacks scabbard (2) 

£150-200

3173 A British Pattern 1888 Mk.III Bayonet, the blade with various markings at the ricasso, including broad arrow EFD
bend mark, inspector's marks and issue date for November 1900, the pommel marke 34/IY/263, lacks scabbard; a
British 1907 Pattern Bayonet by Sanderson, with various markings including issue date for July 1915, with steel
mounted leather scabbard; a British 1913 Pattern Bayonet, with various markings including issue date for March
1917/W, with steel mounted leather scabbard (3) 

£120-180

3174 An Austrian M1854 Lorenz Socket Bayonet, the 47cm cruciform steel blade stamped with a crescent moon touch
mark, the neck with Austrian * proof mark, lacks scabbard; a French M1886 Epee Bayonet, with nickel hilt, lacks
scabbard; a French M1886/93/16 Epee Bayonet, with brass hilt and steel scabbard (3) 

£120-180

3175 A 17th/18th Century Indian Khanjarli, Vizianagaram, the 19cm double edge curved blued steel blade with raised
medial ridge to each side, with a foliate engraved silver minaret shape strengthening panel to the ricasso, the six
piece ivory T shape hilt with gold coloured metal flowerhead rivets and with silvered steel knuckle bow, lacks
scabbard, 30cm 

£400-600

3176 An Early 19th Century Balkan Large Khanjar, the 32cm double edge curved steel blade with raised medial ridge to
each side, with marine ivory hilt and leather scabbard set with a band of coiled metal chain links, 49cm 

£200-300

3177 A 19th Century Indonesian Kris, with 33cm pamor steel blade, gilt metal filigree and copper banded mendak, the
dark patinated scroll ivory hilt richly carved with a winged figure standing on the back of an elephant, a further
figure on a horse, a bird perched with outspread wings and foliage, with copper scabbard, 45cm 

£100-150

3178 An 18th Century Malayan Ivory Kris Hilt, carved as a garuda bird and of rich amber coloured patina, 8cm 

£150-200

3179 A 19th Century Nepalese Kukri, the 31cm curved steel blade with a narrow fuller to the back edge, with brass
bolster and knopped ivory grip, the leather scabbard with foliate pierced and embossed silver mounts and inset
with a foliate chased gold panel, with bone handled sharpening knives, 43cm 

£150-180
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3180 A Late 19th Century Nepalese Kukri, the 29cm curved steel blade with three narrow fullers to the back edge, with
nickel bolster, ivory knopped grip and wood pommel, the silver scabbard pierced and embossed with foliage, inset
with a foliate chased gold panel and blue velvet panels, 43cm 

£150-180

3181 A 17th Century Tibetan Wrought Steel Axe, with small crescent shape head, with pierced ovoid cage finials,
knopped square section haft, 49cm 

£70-100

3182 A Victorian Copy of a European Steel Buckler Shield, of convex circular form embossed with medieval warriors
divided by stylised dolphins, centred by a facetted spike, with gadrooned rolled rim, 59cm diameter 

£100-150

3183 A Second World War Commando Knife, with 17.5cm machine forged blued steel blade, blued steel oval crossguard,
the brass beaded and ringed grip with nine beaded rings, marked with a broad arrow over 2 above the crossguard,
with brass mounted leather scabbard, 32cm 

£200-300

3184 A 19th Century Zulu Knobkerrie, of a honey coloured wood, the offset globular head with concave panels to the
top and bottom, on a naturally curving cylindrical haft, 78cm; a 19th Century Zulu Knobkerrie, of lignum vitae, with
small globular head and long tapering haft, 77cm (2)
The Martin Millmore Collection 

£80-120

3185 An Indonesian Hand Club, of dark stained wood, with stepped conical head and haft bound with a band of cowrie
shells, with stepped conical butt, 62cm; an Ebony Bark Beater/Persuader, with ring turned rounded cylindrical
body, waisted grip and conical butt, 39cm (2) 

£80-120

3186 A Massim Dark Hardwood Staff, Trobriand Islands, with ovoid pommel, the upper half of the tapering cylindrical
haft carved with bands of hooked leaves, 101cm; three Massim Hardwood Pointing Sticks, Trobriand Islands, each
of slender tapering form, the handles with incised strapwork designs bearing traces of lime infill, 63cm and 87cm
(4) 

£100-150

3187 A Japanese Bamboo Staff/Club, carved with vignette scenes with monkeys, with rootball pommel, the butt later
set with a large globular stone head; an African Light Wood Throwing Club, with slightly offset globular head and
with horizontal broken bands of pokerwork, 46cm; three Masai Manrungu (Throwing Clubs): - one of lignum vitae
with squared offset head with slightly raised medial ridge, 71cm; one of dark stained wood, the offset head carved
with eyes, nostrils and a mouth, the tapering haft lightly incised with human faces, 42cm; one of orange hardwood
with chip carved decoration and traces of black staining, 50cm (5) 

£150-200
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3188 A Masai Club, with small conical head and cylindrical haft bound with three bands of hide, 69cm; a Yoruba Wood
Staff, the pommel carved as a human head, the tapering haft with two Janus heads over and entwined snake,
66.5cm; an African Fertility Staff, carved as a standing girl with hands resting on her thighs, on a spiked haft, 46cm;
a Zulu Mealie Spoon, with flat bowl, rectangular section haft carved with chevrons and figural handle, 43cm; a
Wood Short Staff, with globular head on a stepped cylindrical haft carved with a clasping hand, 46.5cm; a Late 19th
Century Zulu Knobkerrie, with large fluted compressed globular head on a tapering cylindrical haft bearing marks
of wire binding, now lacking, 59cm; a Masai Rungu, the compressed ovoid head with nipple finial, on a diaper
incised ribbed haft, 49cm; a Masai Rungu, with ovoid head and cylindrical haft, 59cm (8) 

£150-180

3189 A Zulu Knobkerrie, the small offset globular head with concave upper and lower panels, on a tapering cylindrical
haft bearing some of its original woven wire binding, 81.5cm; a Folk Art Wood Staff, the head and haft following
the natural contours of the branch, 86cm; also, an ebony rolling rule, 42cm and a heavy wood club/truncheon,
with swollen head extending down the haft to a swollen butt, 36cm; an Australian Waddie, with slightly conical
head on slightly chip carved cylindrical haft and swollen pointed butt, 71cm; two Similar Clubs, one with fluted
chip carved ovoid head and tapering haft, 58cm, one with rounded head and cylindrical haft, the butt now pierced
for a string, 36cm (7) 

£150-200

3190 A Tongan War Club, of dark stained hardwood, with elongated diamond section head, ring collar and cylindrical
haft with stepped conical butt, 95.5cm; a Samoan Sword Club, of light wood, the elongated diamond section head
incised with triangular motifs, with plain diamond section haft inscribed PAGO PAGO, SAMOA APRIL 25th 1934,
63cm (2) 

£80-120

3191 A 19th Century Fijian Ula (Throwing Club), the large irregular globular head with two natural crevices, the tapering
cylindrical haft carved at the grip with bands of chevrons, 41.5cm 

£200-300

3192 A 20th Century Western Australian Aboriginal Wunda (Parrying) Shield, carved from a single piece of wood, of
convex oblong form with pointed ends, each side incised with sinuous bands of hatching, the flat back with
integral handle, 59cm by 14cm 

£200-300

3193 A 19th Century South Eastern Australian Aboriginal Wood Shield, of elongated elliptical form with extended spoon
shaped terminals, the slightly convex fascia with deeply incised waved bands filled with cream pigment, with two
centrally pierced holes securing the bent wood handle, bears an old inventory label numbered 528, 97cm by 24cm 

£600-800

3194 Two 19th Century Australian Aboriginal Waddies, each of dark hard wood, with pointed ovoid head tapering down
to a pointed butt and with vertical incised decoration, 72cm and 67cm 

£200-300
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3195 A 19th Century Australian Aboriginal Hunting Stick (Boomerang), each slightly convex side with adzed decoration,
one tip painted red, 91cm; a 20th Century Australian Boomerang, one side slightly convex, 71cm; an Edwardian
Walnut Linen Smoother, the handle set with a silver plated monogram, 65cm (3) 

£150-250

3196 A 19th Century Indonesian Klewang, the 46cm single edge steel blade downswept at the tip, the wood pistol grip
hilt with scroll carved pommel, lacks scabbard, 59cm; a Late 19th Century Dyak Mandau, with 48.5cm hatchet tip
steel blade, the carved wood hilt with wicker bound grip and set with human hair, with wicker bound wood
scabbard, 70cm; a Burmese Dha Knife, with 14cm blade, finely woven wicker bound hilt and wicker bound wood
scabbard, 26.5cm (3) 

£150-180

3197 An Indian Tulwar, the 85cm single edge curved steel blade with a narrow fuller to the back edge, the hilt with Bidri
type decoration, curved knucklebow and disc pommel, lacks scabbard, 100cm 

£150-180

3198 A 19th Century Indian Tulwar, the 76cm single edge curved steel blade double edged at the tip, with a narrow
fuller to the back edge, the brass hilt chased with foliage, with disc pommel, lacks scabbard, 90cm 

£100-150

3199 A Late 19th Century Indo-Persian Kard Dagger, the 19cm single edge downswept curved steel blade with
wrigglework decoration to the ricasso, with two piece horn grip and leather scabbard, 32cm 

£80-120

3200 A Luba Type Ceremonial Axe, the crescent shape blade with rectangular tang engraved with feathered leaves, with
figural carved wood handle, 41cm; a Sudanese Sword, with 49cm double edge steel blade, with goat horn grip,
lacks scabbard, 65.5cm (2) 

£80-120

3201 Three 20th Century Maasai Spears, one with small leaf shape blade on a long socket and short wood haft, 164cm;
one with elongated leaf shape blade on a facetted socket and curved wood haft, 167cm; one with leaf shape blade
with wrythen stem on a further blade and socket with long wood haft with steel spike butt, 187cm (3) 

£80-120

3202 A 19th Century Shona, Africa Axe, with triangular blade and long tang inserted through the swollen head of the
wood haft, 47cm; a British 1873 Pattern Socket Bayonet, with brass mounted leather scabbard (2) 

£100-150

3203 An Arab Jambiya, with 32cm double edge curved steel blade, the silver mounted horn hilt and scabbard decorated
with beading and filigree scrolls and set with red cabouchons, with decorative leather belt, 47cm 

£80-120
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3204 A Borneo Dance Paddle, the pointed leaf shape blade carved with stylised crocodiles, figures, foliage and bands of
chevrons,wiht cylindrical haft and lattice pierced and carved butt, 177cm; three African Throwing Spears, each with
small leaf shape blade, two with the tang inserted and bound to the slender wood haft with leather, the other
with no binding, 112cm, 108cm and 110cm; four African Daggers, each with double edge steel blade, variously with
horn, white metal and crocodile skin grips and scabbards; an African Wood Throwing Club, of slender ovoid form;
an African Carved Wood Pointing Spear, with figural carved handle (10) 

£180-250

3205 A West African Fulani Sword, the 55cm single edge slightly curved with narrow fuller, the leather bound grip with
brass globular pommel, with tooled leather scabbard, a North African Sword Stick, the 53cm double edge steel
blade with deeply engraved scalloped bands, the curved handle covered in tasselled leather, the haft covered in
woven decorative leather, with steel ferrule, 85cm (2) 

£180-250

3206 An 18th Century Tongan Ironwood 'Aku-Tau' War Club, of compressed diamond section, all over richly carved with
geometric panels of chevrons cross hatching and diapering, 108cm 
Provenance: - Lot 314 16.12.20 Tennants Auctioneers, ex: Hodnet Hall, Hodnet, Shropshire 

£2,500-3,500

3207 A 19th Century Japanese Headrest, of dense hard wood, carved as a waisted and tapering rectangular column, the
upper section bound with string and with twisted string handle, 33cm; an African Carved Wood Figure, as a small
ebonised man seated naked on a high back chair, 35.5cm (2) 

£100-150

3208 A Masai Fertility Dance Staff, the long wood pole covered in bands of white, yellow,blue and red glass beads, with
horn tip rattles and twisted vegetable fibre tassels, 168cm; an African Crocodile Hide Shield, of elongated
rectangular form, laced to the wood spine/handle with deer hide, 100cm by 20cm (2) 

£100-150

3209 A Pair of Mid-20th Century Baule Male and Female Diviner Figures, Ivory Coast, each standing naked on a shallow
plinth base, with elaborate coiffure and scarifications to the face and torso, the male with long twisted beard,
64cm and 61cm 

£400-500

3210 A Grebo Large "Hands Up" Divination Mask, Ivory Coast, carved from a rectangular piece of wood with long
triangular nose, block mouth and two pairs of upswept arms, the hands with palms facing outwards, bears traces
of white and blue pigment, 82cm by 34cm 

£250-300

3211 A Pair of Mangbetu Helm Type Face Masks, Belgian Congo, as a male and female, each with stylised incised
coiffure, narrow closed eyes, long nose and vertical scarifications to the face, 43cm and 51cm 

£250-300
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3212 A Grebo Kru Double Mask, the two conjoined dished and pointed faces each with a long downswept triangular
nose and three pairs of stacked stalk eyes over protruding lips, with traces of white pigment, the borders bound in
hessian and wicker, 55cm by 30cm 

£100-200

3213 A Songye Female Kifwebe Mask, D.R.C., the domed head with central shallow comb running down to the block
nose with black tufts of hair, slit eyes, pursed quatrefoil block mouth and ribbed face with white pigment, 46cm by
22cm; another Example, with heart shaped block mouth and concave ribbed face with cream pigment, 47cm by
19cm (2) 

£150-250

3214 A Tabwa Shrine Figure, D.R.C., as a female, standing with braided coiffure to form a handle, one side of the body
hollowed out to take offerings, on bent legs, 37cm; a 20th Century African Wood Figure Group, carved in the
colonial style with two woman pounding maize, one with a baby strapped to her back, on a rectangular plinth,
47cm (2) 

£120-180

3215 A Luba Skeleton Figure, D.R.C., carved from a single piece of wood and covered in cream pigment, standing on a
shallow circular plinth, 40cm; a Kumu Female Figure, D.R.C., with chevron carved forehead, hunched shoulders and
concave stomach, standing on bent legs, 25cm; a Zande Small Ancestor Figure, D.R.C., the fan shaped head inset
with metal stud eyes, the slender body with angular arms on waisted legs and flat feet, 30cm (3) 

£150-200

3216 A Ndengese Dengese Ancestor Figure, Kuba Tribes, Central Africa, as a seated naked man, with scarifications to his
chest, torso and arms, with erect phallus, 33cm 

£80-120

3217 A Baule Yaure Portrait Mask, Ivory Coast, with double domed combed coiffure, oval face with split coffee bean
eyes, slender nose and small mouth, with diapered collar, covered in a textured brown pigment, 36cm; a Dan
Zakpai Fire Mask, Ivory Coast, with dished oval face, red cloth backed pierced circular eyes and open mouth with
silver painted teeth, 26cm; a Dan Passport Mask, Ivory Coast, of red and brown painted wood, with pierced eyes
and mouth, 19cm by 13cm (3) 

£180-250

3218 An Ethiopian Chair Back, carved from a plank of wood in a keyhole shape with bands of chevrons, 41cm by 24cm
(Provenance:- Collection of the late Dr. Elizabeth Ann Carswell - nee Turner, 1940-2019); an Ethiopian Gurage
Headrest, carved from a single block of wood, pierced, rectangular with dished top, 20cm (2) 

£80-120
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3219 An Ethiopian Gurage Headrest, with dished elliptical top on pierced slim arcaded uprights incised with bands of
reeding and with chamfered elliptical plinth base, 17cm (Provenance:- Seward Kennedy Collection); a Turkana
Headrest, Kenya, of light brown wood, with dished rectangular top, waisted upright inset with plaited leather
looped handle, on a chamfered domed base, 20cm (2) 

£100-120

3220 A 20th Century Kamba Stool, Kenya, the dished circular seat inlaid with circular and fan motifs in coloured glass
beads, raised upon four turned outward splayed legs terminating in compressed bun feet, 35cm diameter, 34cm
high 

£100-150

3221 A Senufo Monkey "Fire Spitter" Type Helmet Mask, covered in a textured ochre/cream pigment, 28cm diameter 

£100-150

3222 A Bambara Gwandusu Maternity Figure, Mali, standing, with domed triangular head, four braided plaits to the
hair, the elongated torso with prominent breasts, a baby clinging to her back, standing on a circular plinth, 88cm 

£200-300

3223 A Bambara Chi-Wara Female Antelope Crest Headdress, Mali, the tips of the tall wrythen fluted horns with leather
and hair tassels, a calf standing on her back, 77cm; a Luba Female Votive Figure, D.R.C., carved in bas relief on a
pierced arched rectangular panel standing with arms upraised and wearing a bead necklace, 33cm by 22cm (2) 

£150-200

3224 A Mid 20th Century Mbuti Lendu Ituri Mask, D.R.C., the rounded rectangular face with slightly domed forehead,
pierced slit eyes, long block nose and open mouth with five carved teeth, the whole painted with red and black
dashes on a white pigmented field, 29.5cm by 22cm 

£100-150

3225 A Mid-20th Century Ogoni 'Elu' Yam Harvest Mask, Nigeria, the hinged lower jaw attached on each side with string,
the whole painted in red, blue and white, 28cm by 17cm 

£100-150

3226 A Bete Gere Spider Mask, the dished oblong face with copper wire bound palps, the tubular eyes flanked by
applied curved legs, the large nose with bulbous nostrils over an open mouth with carved teeth and flanked by
spider's jaws, all covered in a textured cream pigment, 37cm by 24cm 

£150-200

3227 A 20th Century Yombe Maternity Figure, D.R.C., of dark stained wood, kneeling naked, with scarifications to her
back, wearing a beaded belt and holding her baby in front of her, on a square plinth, 44cm 

£150-250
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3228 A Bembe, Kongo (Bafum) Power Figure, in glossy chestnut coloured wood, carved as a man seated on the back of a
crouching boy, and wearing a wide brimmed hat covered in sheet tin, his head tilting slightly backwards, with glass
covered painted eyes, his hands resting on his knees and holding the head of a man and a sheet tin covered
dagger, on a circular plinth, the edge bound with sheet tin, 52cm 

£300-500

3229 Two Karamojong Dance Staffs, Kenya, one of angular gunstock form on a cylindrical haft and splayed butt, the
other of axe form on a slender cylindrical haft, 115cm and 84.5cm, each on a modern metal display stand (2) 

£150-200

3230 An Xhosa Chief's Staff, of dark hard wood, with globular pommel, the slender tapering cylindrical haft carved with
two figures clinging backwards and centred by a lizard, 96.5cm; a Zulu Directing Staff, of waddie form, bound with
three bands of woven steel wire, 65cm; an African Rank Staff, in dark wood, of spear form carved with panels of
reeding and chevrons, 76cm (3) 
Provenance:- From the Collection of the late Dr Elizabeth Ann Carswell, nee Turner (1940-2019) 

£180-250

3231 A Burmese Large Carved Wood Tiger Puppet, painted in black, white and yellow, with strung limbs, head, lower
jaw, body and tail, 20cm (Provenance:- From the Collection of the late Dr Elizabeth Ann Carswell, nee Turner (1940-
2019); a Batak Bamboo Medicine Container, Indonesia, the cylindrical body incised with charts of script and a
lizard, the wood lid carved with a central seated figure flanked by stylised animals, 21.5cm; a Masai Gourd Flask,
Kenya, the removable cover attached by a leather strap decorated with small coloured glass beads, 52cm (3) 

£100-150

3232 Six High Quality Reference Books:- Art of Africa by Jacques Kerchache, Jean-Louis Paudrat and Lucien Stephen; In
and Out of Focus - Images from Central Africa, 1885-1960; Africa The Art of a Continent, edited by Tom Phillips; The
Tribal Arts of Africa by Jean-Baptiste Bacquart; Wooden Dreams, East African Headrests by Eduardo Lopez Moreno;
and African Dream Machines, Style, Identity and Meaning of African Headrests by Anitra Nettleton (6) 

£100-200

3233 A 19th Century Yoruba Divination/Maternity Abela Staff, of dark hard wood, carved as a young woman seated
naked, on a four legged stool, with pendulous breasts, scarifications to her rounded navel and elaboratedly
combed coiffure, supporting a (candle) receptacle on her head, the tapering cylindrical haft terminating in a metal
spike for insertion into the ground, 148cm 

£400-600

3234 A Small Collection of Ethnographica, including a Yaure mask with painted features, a game board, an ebonised
figure group of three elders, a Ghana small carved wood head match striker, a small Benin carved wood bust, two
small carved wood water buffalo heads, a carved wood cylindrical container with globular stopper, a woven wicker
covered bamboo vessel, four Scandinavian carved wood vessels (13) 

£80-120
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3235 A 19th Century Berber Wood Powder Flask, Tafilalt, Morocco, carved from a single piece of wood, the semi-drum
shaped receptacle with large cork stopper to one side, the opposing side carved in low relief with cross within a
circular panel, the shoulders set with steel suspension loops and leather thong, with tapering hexagonal charger,
lacks metal rim and stopper; 13cm diameter, 24cm high including charger. 

£100-150

3236 A Batak Carved Horn Medicine Container, Indonesia, of compressed vertical oval form, the base carved with leaf
tips, the lift-off cover secured by two beaded string bands and carved as a crouching man, 16.5cm; an Early 20th
Century Tuareg Leather Cover Powder Horn, with raised ribbed decoration divided by woven leather bands, lacks
stopper, 45cm; a Leather Gourd Shape Powder Flask, with light scroll tooled decoration, 20cm; a Lacquered Wood
Powder Flask, of flattened pear shape, with wood stopper, 18cm; a Colonial Fly Whisk, with horse hair tail and
facetted wood handle (5) 

£120-180

3237 A Collection of African Jewellery, mainly from Ghana and Yemen, including silver bauble necklaces and anklets,
brass bead necklaces, millefiori glass bead necklaces, coloured glass and clay necklaces. 

£100-150

3238 A Collection of Ethnic Jewellery, mainly from Bangladesh and India, including lacquered gilt, silver and copper
coloured multi strand necklaces, coloured glass and bone bead necklaces, buffalo horn necklace, varigated horn
necklace and bangles. 

£80-120

3239 A Large Benin Hardwood Panel, of rectangular form, carved with stylised figures and animals within a meandering
leaf border, the reverse with an old shipping label, 61cm by 65.5cm; three Other Benin Wood Panels, one carved
with an Oba, 30cm by 64cm, one carved with figures harvesting pineapples, 71cm by 42cm, and one as a figural
post, 97cm by 12cm (4) 

£100-200

3240 An Early 20th Century West African Walking Stick, made up of wrythen carved ivory cylindrical sections alternating
with spool shape ebony sections,with tusk tip handle, 98cm; a Carved Wood Walking Stick, with globular knop,
91cm; an Oryx Horn, 67cm (3) 

£80-120

3241 A Helia-Super 39 L2 Rifle Scope by K.Kahles, Wien, numbered 103118, with three post reticle, variable power 3X -
9X, 31cm, with leather lens covers; a Greenkat 4 X 32 Rifle Scope, numbered 406285, stamped fully coated,
nitrogen filled image moving with cross hairs reticle and leather lens covers, the mounting brackets stamped
Weaver, USA; two Stitched Leather Pistol Holsters, one stamped COACH HARNESS (4) 

£120-180
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3242 A Small Quantity of Vintage Gun Cleaning Accessories, including a brass portable gun cleaning kit with turnkey,
brush and jag in a cylindrical tube, an ebony and brass 12 bore barrel brush and cover by G & J W Hawkesley,
various brass jags, brushes and rods, a nickel cartridge extractor etc in a small, stitched leather case lined in green
baize and with maker's original paper label for H Holland, London. 

£100-150

3243 Shotgun Accessories, comprising a 12 bore roll turnover tool, a brass redecapper with ebony handle, a stitched
leather shotgun slip case and a black hard plastic shotgun case (4) 

£80-120

3244 A Good Quality Stitched Leather Cartridge Bag, of rectangular form, with brass buckles to the two securing strap,
with hand and shoulder straps, 36cm by 16cm by 19cm; three Stitched Leather Cartridge Bags, each with brass
buckles and sliders, one by Orvis (4) 

£100-150

3245 A Large Quantity of Brass Cartridge Shells, including a collection of 7mm rifle cartridges, many engraved with kills
and dates and mounted on four large wood display shields with brass plaques engraved 'AFRICA 1, 2, 3 and 4', also
loose examples with a typed list of the collection. 

£100-200

3246 A Quantity of Gun Accessories, comprising a pair of percussion sidelocks by Alden & Smith, London for a double
barrel sporting gun, on a wood display,a steel and brass roll turnover tool, a steel and brass capper, a small
powder measure, a 19th century brass powder flask of canted rectangular form, a Sykes' patent steel powder flask,
a horn powder flask, a leather shot flask, a 19th century steel trigger and guard for a musket, nine various shotgun
heel plates, a suede gun slip, a nylon gun slip and a non working copy of a flintlock Brander & Potts holster pistol. 

£120-180

3247 A Quantity of Gun Accessories, comprising a 19th century stitched leather leg o'mutton shotgun case, two leather
cartridge bags with webbing straps, two webbing cartridge belts, a leather cartridge belt and a Parker-Hale gun
cleaning kit in a teak case (7) 

£100-150

3248 A 19th Century Stitched Leather Leg o' Mutton Shotgun Case, with brass lock and fittings, the green baize lined
interior fitted to take 30" barrels, with a later pigskin fastening strap 

£70-80

3249 An 18th Century Ottoman Walrus Ivory Powder Horn, carved with bands of formal foliate strapwork, with gold
koftgari decorated steel spring hinged mount and stopper, 17cm 

£400-600
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3250 PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR OVER 
A Webley & Scott "Senior" .177 Calibre Air Pistol, batch number 718, with blued finish and chequered brown
bakelite grip scales 

£60-80

3251 PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER 
A Webley Excel .22 Calibre Break Barrel Air Rifle, numbered 832741, with 4X20 sight and beech stock with semi
pistol grip; a Webley Meteor .22 Calibre Air Rifle, numbered T620607, the beech stock with semi-pistol grip, with
leather trimmed canvas slip case (2) 

£80-120

3252 PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR OVER 
A Umarex Colt Government 1911 A1 .177 Calibre C02 Pistol, numbered F152454400 in matt black finish with
chequered black rubber grip scales and an eight shot magazine, in a hard plastic case 

£80-120

3253 PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR OVER 
A Webley Pre-War Junior .177 Calibre Air Pistol, numbered J13014, with fluted tin grip scales; a Diana Model G10
20-Shot BB Repeater Air Pistol, .177 calibre, in fitted box with accessories; a Maruzen "Smith & Wesson"Model
No.59 Custom" Air Pistol, numbered A801, in box with accessories (3) 

£150-200

3254 PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR OVER 
A Umarex MX Nighthawk .177 Calibre Break Barrel Air Rifle, numbered 1879, set with a Bushmaster 3-9 x 40 scope,
in black nylon fur lined slip case 

£100-150

3255 PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR OVER 
A Falcon H & K MP5 SD3 Airsoft .6mm BB Air Rifle, with extending shoulder stock, in box with BB pellets and power
up cartridges; a BSA Meteor .22 Calibre Break Barrel Air Rifle, numbered T51757, the beech stock with fluted fore-
end, together with instruction booklet, gun oil and pull through, box of pellets and a wall mounted tin target and
cards (3) 

£100-200

3256 PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR OVER 
A Norika 'Comando' .177 Break Barrel Air Rifle, numbered M38205, with camouflage beech stock and extending
shoulder stock, with green nylon slip case; a Sheridan Products .20 Calibre Air Rifle, numbered 507198, with walnut
stock and fore-end pump, boxed (2) 

£70-80
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3257 PURCHASER MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR OVER 
A Haenel XV Break Barrel Air Rifle, with beech stock; also, a non-working copy of a US repeating rifle with
leatherette slip, a reproduction holster pistol, an M.W.& S.1943 webbing pistol holster and belt, a tooled leather
gun holster and belt, a BSA small featherweight x2 plastic telescope with instruction leaflet, a Bisley 4 x 20 rifle
scope, boxed and a box for a Tasco scope (qty) 

£80-120

3258 A Deactivated Fabrique Nationale F.A.L. 7.62mm Assault Rifle, no.710748, with blackened hard plastic grip, fore-
end and stock, detachable magazine and deactivation certificate dated 27/09/2021. 

£300-400

3259 A Deactivated Thompson M1A1 Submachine Gun, .45 calibre, no.818191, with wood fore-end, grip and stock,
detachable stick magazine and with a deactivation certificate dated 27/09/2021 

£500-700

3260 A Deactivated Second World War German MP40 bnz Submachine Gun, dated 1944, no.79701, with bakelite fore-
end and ribbed grip scales, the folding skeleton shoulder stock with waffenampt markings, together with a
deactivation certificate dated 27/09/2021. 

£600-800

3261 A Deactivated Bren Gun Mk.II by John Inglis & Co., 1943, no.1311006 and 7T5232, stamped A.S.R., with Liege proof
marks, detachable magazine and folding bipod, together with a deactivation certificate dated 27/09/2021. 

£600-800

3262 A Deactivated Sten Mk3 Submachine Gun, numbered A06681, with T shaped shoulder stock, detachable stick
magazine and 1944 dated webbing sling, together with a deactivation certificate dated 27/09/2021 

£200-300

3263 A Deactivated Smith & Wesson Model 12 Airweight .38 Snub Nosed Six Shot Revolver, numbered 2D22373, with
blackened finish and chequered wood grip scales, together with a deactivation certificate dated 27/09/2021 

£300-400

3264 A Deactivated Enfield Mk.VI .44 Six Shot Revolver, dated 1926, numbered B1386, with chequered hardened rubber
grip scales, together with a deactivation certificate dated 08/11/2021 

£200-300

3265 A Deactivated L.E.S. Rogak P-18 9mm Para Semi-Automatic Pistol, in stainless steel, numbered 2321, with black
plastic grip scales, together with deactivation certificate dated 27/09/2021. 

£200-300
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3266 A Deactivated C96 Broom Handled Mauser, numbered 641986, with ribbed wood grip scales, together with a
deactivation certificate dated 27/09/2021 

£500-700

3267 A Deactivated Second World War German P08 Luger Semi-Automatic Pistol, numbered 7862, with waffenamt
markings and chequered bakelite grip scales, togethere with a deactivation certificate dated 27/09/2021 

£600-800

3268 A Deactivated Lanchester Mk.I* 9mm Submachine Gun, numbered 40231, with beech stock, stick magazine and
webbing sling, together with EU deactivation certificate dated 27/09/21 

£600-800

3269 An 18th Century Officer's/Servant's Flintlock Pistol by D Blair, London, 28 bore, converted from a flintlock, the
23cm octagonal steel barrel engraved London and RT. HONBLE. LORD HAREWOOD, with Tower proof marks and
initialled D.B., the lock plate engraved Blair, the walnut full stock with steel ramrod pipes, trigger guard with
pineapple finial and chamfered butt, with horn tipped wood ramrod, 37cm 

£250-300

3270 An Early 19th Century British Flintlock Dragoon Pistol to the East India Company, 16 bore, the 23cm round steel
barrel with London proof marks and stamped TH, the lock plate dated 1812 and with rampant lion, 2, the walnut
full stock with brass fore-end tip, trigger guard, butt cap and side plate, the left side stamped TH, with swivel steel
ramrod, 40cm; a 19th Century Percussion Pocket Pistol, the 7cm blued steel barrel with Birmingham proof marks,
brass box lock and walnut bag butt, lacks hammer, 18cm; a 19th Century Percussion Pocket Pistol, the 6.5cm steel
barrel with Birmingham proof marks, box lock and walnut slab butt stamped D.P.SLINGSBY, LEEDS, 17cm (3-af) 

£200-300

3271 A 19th Century 30 Bore Percussion Belt Pistol by Blissett of Liverpool, the 10.5cm octagonal steel barrel signed on
the top flat, with Birmingham proof marks, the underside set with a swivel steel ramrod, with foliate engraved box
lock and side hammer and trigger guard, the chequered walnut bag butt set with vacant escutcheon, the left side
with broken belt clip fixing, 21cm 

£100-150

3272 An Early 19th Century 10 Bore Percussion Service Pistol, the 22cm round barrel with Birmingham proof marks,
plain lock plate, walnut full stock with brass ramrod pipes, trigger guard, shaped side plate and butt cap, with
associated steel ramrod, the right side of the grip stamped TC, 40cm 

£200-300

3273 An Italian Non-working Copy of a Model USMR Revolver, with blued finish, the cylinder with battle scene, beech
grip and brass trigger guard; a Modern Non-working Four-Barrel Pistol, with foliate decoration; a Pinfire Side by
Side Double Barrel Pistol, with hinged bayonet to the top of the barrels, chequered box lock, concealed triggers
and fluted oak grip (3) 

£100-150
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3274 A Historical Reproduction Non-Working Copy of a Colt Navy Revolver, with blued finish, the cylinder with Naval
battle scene, case hardened frame and trigger, brass trigger guard and walnut grip, boxed; a Historical
Reproduction Non-Working Copy of a Colt Revolver, the barrel and cylinder chased with a stage coach scene, with
ivorine grip, boxed (2) 

£100-200

3275 A 19th Century Combination Knife and Percussion Pistol, possibly by Unwin & Rodgers, the 8.8 cm octagonal nickel
silver barrel stamped with Birmingham proof marks, the underside with concealed, hinged trigger and two folding
knife blades, with horn grip scales and a hinged compartment to rear, 25cm extended. 

£450-500

3276 A 19th Century Percussion Pocket Pistol, the 4cm round turn-off steel barrel with Birmingham proof marks, the
box lock engraved with foliate scrolls, with walnut slab butt, 15cm 

£80-120

3277 A Late 18th Century Flintlock Officer's Pistol by H W Mortimer, London, with 23cm browned round steel barrel, the
lock plate engrave H W MORTIMER, 89 FLEET ST., with slide safety, the walnut stock with brass ramrod pipes,
trigger guard engraved with a martial trophy and with husk of wheat finial, the bag butt set with a vacant brass
oval escutcheon, the side plate engraved with sunrays, the horn tipped wood ramrod with steel screw, 35cm 

£300-500

3278 A 19th Century Belgian Percussion Pocket Pistol, the 7cm round turn-off steel barrel with Liege proof marks,
numbered 2360 to the underside, with foliate engraved box lock and concealed trigger, with ivory bag butt, 16.5cm

£80-120

3279 A Rare 19th Century Burmese Combination Dha/Percussion Pistol, the 23.5cm round steel barrel with brass band
to the muzzle, the whole barrel pulling out of the wood stock to reveal the 39cm single edge curved steel blade,
the lock plate engraved with a maker's mark and inscription, the hard wood full stock with brass fore-end tip,
ramrod pipe, foliate engraved trigger guard and side plate, the rounded rectangular section, slightly downswept
butt applied with shaped bands of sheet brass, with two sling swivels and steel ramrod, 67.5cm 
**See Blades and Barrels, Six Centuries of Combination Weapons, by H Gordon Frost, pp 136-138, plates 217 & 218 

£2,500-3,000

3280 A 19th Century Martini-Henry II/2 Carbine, the 52cm round barrel with hinged ladder rear sight, with various
inspector's marks, cut at the breech, and with Sold Out of Service arrows, the action with crowned VR/
ENFIELD/1885, crowned arrow/II/2, the walnut full stock with two steel barrel bands, the forward incorporating a
bayonet lug, the right side of the butt stamped Enfield 1885 and inset with brass roundel stamped 2/1893/V/
T.M.H.A/39 (Tynemouth Artillery Volunteers), with two sling swivels and steel cleaning rod, 96cm 

£300-400
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3281 A 19th Century 16 Bore Side by Side Double Barrel Percussion Sporting Gun by Samuel Nock of London, the 74cm
steel barrels numbered 7241 and with London proof marks, with dolphin hammers, signed and foliate engraved
back action lock plates, guilloche scroll engraved barrel tang, the walnut half stock with chequered grip, lacks
ramrod, 116.5cm; a 19th Century 12 Bore Single Barrel Percussion Sporting Gun, the 80cm browned twist steel
barrel with gold line, the foliate engraved lock plate engraved H.Nock, the walnut half stock with chequered grip
and recurving scroll trigger guard, 120cm (2-af) 

£200-300

3282 A 19th Century Martini Action .577/.450 Calibre Rifle by Thomas Turner, Fisher Street, Birmingham, numbered
2040, the 84.5cm round blued steel barrel stamped with maker's name to the top, Birmingham proof marks
divided by 52, with hinged ladder rear sight, the blued action engraved with maker's name, the walnut full stock
with two barrel bands, the forward one with bayonet lug, two sling swivels with leather sling, the right side of the
butt stamped with maker's name and trade mark, with steel cleaning rod, 126cm 

£400-600

3283 A Late 18th / Early 19th Century 16 Bore Flintlock Sporting Gun by H W Mortimer, London, the 87cm browned
round steel barrel engraved at the breech H.W. MORTIMER, LONDON, GUN MAKER TO HIS MAJESTY, the left side
later stamped APX-414-EX-73 which is partly obscured by the fore-end, the signed lock plate engraved with a game
bird, with gold lined frizzen pan and touch hole, the walnut half stock with horn fore-end tip, three steel ramrod
pipes, the trigger guard engraved with a rabbit and with pineapple finial, with carved tear drop and chequered
grip, horn tipped wood ramrod with steel screw, 128cm 

£800-1,200

3284 A Remington .42 Calibre Rolling Block Rifle, the 80cm round steel barrel with hinged ladder rear sight, no visible
markings to the barrel or lock plate, the barrel tang marked REMINGTON'S, ILION. USA. and various patent dates,
the walnut full stock with two barrel bands with spring clip, two sling swivels and a clearing rod, the left side of the
grip stamped JWR within a rectangle, the left side of the butt stamped with a cursive R within a circle, 119cm 

£250-350

3285 A 19th Century Percussion Model of a Prussian Field Gun, the 34cm ringed brass barrel with swollen muzzle and
rounded cascabel with globular finial, cylindrical trunnions, on an ebonised wood carriage with four iron wheels,
43cm 

£400-500

3286 A Victorian 1853 Pattern Three Band Rifle, the 92cm barrel with hinged ladder rear sight, various proof marks, with
chained the lock plate with crowned VR, 1857/TOWER, the walnut full stock with brass fore-end tip, blued barrel
bands with inspector's marks and spring clips, with brass trigger guard and butt plate, the right side of the butt
stamped with WD arrow and set with a later brass plate faintly I G F , with steel clearing rod and later leather sling,
133cm; together with the correct associated socket bayonet and brass mounted leather scabbard, the frog button
stamped 485 (2) 

£250-350
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